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Summary
More video content is being produced by production companies and professional videog-
raphers than ever before thanks to the adoption of digital media technologies at every
stage of the production pipeline. With hundreds of hours of footage being captured
by even a small production company, organising and searching these collections has
become a very challenging and time-consuming task. This thesis aims to investigate
online video annotation for broadcast media production, including scalable video con-
cept detection and object localisation. Most production tools and research focuses on
asset management of large-scale video collections, but we also focus on making sense
of content within an individual production video by extracting salient metadata and
localising objects.
We present a scalable semantic video concept detection framework, applied to auto-
mated metadata annotation (video logging) in a broadcast production environment.
Video logging demands both accurate and fast concept detection. Whilst research of-
ten focuses on the former, the latter is essential in practical scenarios where days of
footage may be shot per broadcast episode and production is dependent on immediate
availability of metadata. We present a hierarchical classification framework that deliv-
ers benefits to both through two contributions. First, a dynamic weighting scheme for
combining video features from multiple modalities enabling higher accuracy detection
rates over diverse production footage. Second, a hierarchical classification strategy that
exploits ontological relationships between concepts to scale sub-linearly with the num-
ber of classes, yielding a real-time solution. We demonstrate an end-to-end production
system using a cloud-based architecture with our detection framework.
We also describe a novel fully automatic algorithm for identifying salient objects in
video based on their motion. Spatially coherent clusters of optical flow vectors are
sampled to generate estimates of affine motion parameters local to super-pixels iden-
tified within each frame. These estimates, combined with spatial data, form coherent
point distributions in a 5D solution space corresponding to objects or parts there-of.
These distributions are temporally de-noised using a particle filtering approach, and
clustered to estimate the position and motion parameters of salient moving objects in
the clip. We demonstrate localization of salient object/s in a variety of clips exhibiting
moving and cluttered backgrounds.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Production metadata makes sense of video content acquired during a shoot and is
essential for video asset retrieval during post-production as well as keeping track of
assets throughout the production pipeline. Metadata such as shot type, timecode,
location, duration, actors, directors and other related information about a video asset’s
creation, content, context and use. More widely, production metadata can be used
to track the progress of crews and maintain a production schedule. Well managed
production metadata can unlock new revenue streams for production companies by
enabling the monetisation of their vast archives.
One of the primary ways to acquire production metadata is by a process known as
‘video logging’, where information is ‘logged’ at the time of capture, and is essential
to making sense of the deluge of video content acquired during a shoot; downstream
production cannot proceed without it. Unfortunately, contemporary practice remains
reliant upon pen-and-paper for such ‘video logging’. Documents such as shot lists
(illustrated in Figure 1.1) or simply notes on the script, are recorded by hand by the
Second Assistant Director (2nd AD) on set and then later manually re-keyed into digital
form, stalling an otherwise live pipeline.
The emergence of ‘shoot to cloud’ as a paradigm for broadcast production promises
cost efficiencies through the immediate availability of content to downstream studio
production [2]. Video shot on-set is streamed from cameras to cloud infrastructure,
where web-based studio applications enable users to collaboratively create digital con-
tent. The new trend of Internet Protocol (IP) production provides an ideal framework
for computer vision to be implemented in the cloud, automatically tagging, organising
and annotating assets for efficient processing and retrieval.
1
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Figure 1.1: A shot list is typically hand-written at ingest and is very detailed, but
time-consuming to produce; it is a highly valuable resource for editors, and for archive
monetisation
There is a real problem emerging, as the volume of content acquired on a typical shoot
is commonly several days of rushes for a half hour TV drama; and this, coupled with
the financial impetus to accelerate downstream production, is currently only handled
by real-time manual annotation as the camera rolls, or even by manual loggers as the
content is ingested. As digital production moves towards an immediate availability
‘shoot to cloud’ model, these practical barriers to automated meta-data creation must
be overcome.
Furthermore, digital video has become ubiquitous in modern society; with traditional
services such as television and film now having to compete with the vast quantities
of professional and user-generated content generated daily and uploaded to online ser-
vices such as YouTube [3], motivating new techniques to index and visually summarize
video assets. Advances in camera technology have dramatically lowered the barriers to
entry for enthusiastic videographers, directors and editors to start their own businesses
producing for events and corporations on a smaller budget.
3The move from recording onto tape to digital media has not only had a positive impact
on filming costs, it also simplifies the post-production timeline and archive process.
Transferring digital assets is far easier than handling film or tape, and while finding
footage does require an organised workspace, once found it can be watched, copied or
moved instantly. The cost of data storage makes it a clear choice for many producers
and production houses to archive the thousands of hours of unedited rushes footage
captured on shoots.
The ease and cost at which hundreds of hours of footage can be captured by even a
small production company makes organising these collections a more complex and time-
consuming task that ever before. Valuable post-production time can be lost, especially
in small teams when tagging and sorting clips can interrupt creative flow. A semi-
automated solution would save time and money, and offer more appropriate ways to
find clips during post-production and archive retrieval tasks. A real-time system that
could examine files during a shoot would give instant feedback to the director and the
rest of the crew as to their progress, allowing their schedule to be re-jigged as required.
This benefit would be amplified on a production with multiple crews, allowing them to
sync progress between them in real-time to keep track of budgets and rushes instantly.
An effective system would have to be robust and scalable, while maintaining speed and
accuracy.
Mobile applications (apps) like Shot Lister [4] allow directors to monitor their set
progress already, but add the overhead of inputting progress while juggling the rest of
their responsibilities on set. If such an app could automatically update using computer
vision techniques to analyse shots as they are being recorded and then update the
appropriate notes, then the overhead associated with keeping such a log would be
dramatically reduced. XDCAM is a series of Sony professional products, including
cameras and decks, that use digital recording technologies. Sony’s XMPilot [5] adds to
the existing XDCAM workflow by allowing the app to connect directly to the camera
via connected wireless IP networking so the digital live log can be tied to the clips
directly. These rich metadata tags on the footage allow for more efficient searching and
sorting of clips in post-production. However, there is a lot of potential for clips to be
presented to the user in a more intuitive way than is currently available.
The work presented in this thesis also has a broader reach for more effectively tagging
large collections of content such as from user-generated content sites such as YouTube,
or clips pooled by news aggregation services. Advertising companies such as MirriAd
[6] are interested in automatically annotating clips to speed up their workflow by au-
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tomatically detecting which advertising would be most suitable for a given clip.
Due to high data volumes inherent to video and the large number of potential relevant
annotations per frame, it is desirable to first identify the salient objects within video
clips to allow more fine-grain annotations. However, such pre-processing often makes
strong assumptions, e. g. on colour, background or scene content, that prohibit their
application to the diverse footage found in general purpose video repositories [7].
Long-form video clips such as rushes footage from broadcast production is often higher
resolution and bit-rate than User-Generated Content (UGC) often found in video
datasets in literature, these provide even more data to process. Long clips, typically
tens of minutes long each, exhibit a unique challenge for object localisation because
robust object tracking over thousands of frames is very challenging [8]. Additionally,
video concept classification on long clips requires reliable identification of salient tempo-
ral instances and classification aggregation to segment or video clip level if classification
is to be performed on only a select number of keyframes.
Recent advances in the field of computer vision, have yielded a step-change in the
performance of image classification that for the first time approaches practical require-
ments for automated meta-data annotation [9]. Despite significant progress in tackling
diverse datasets of static imagery [9, 10], video classification has been explored only
very recently for domain-constrained footage (e.g. datasets of sports video [11]). A key
challenge in translating these early successes to diverse, general video ‘in the wild’, is
the consideration of multiple feature modalities in order to discriminate between diverse
content classes.
1.1 Hypotheses
This thesis contributes several new algorithms for scalable near real-time video concept
detection within long video clips (‘rushes’). We first present a novel scalable algorithm
for video concept detection capable of searching through an ontology of hundreds of
concepts with far fewer Support Vector Machine (SVM) comparison operations than
the state-of-the-art, whilst maintaining comparable accuracy. We then expand on this
algorithm with a novel fusion weighting scheme allowing a broader diversity of visual
content to be classified accurately. A novel algorithm for object localisation within long
video clips is then developed.
These contributions serve to explore the following research hypotheses:
1.1. Hypotheses 5
H1 Exploiting the conceptual links between concepts using ontologies can lead to in-
creased accuracy, speed and scalability
As the use of one-vs-all SVMs has become ubiquitous for concept classification,
there is a need to investigate more scalable ways to incorporate them into solu-
tions. Broadcast video data offers an opportunity to explore the use of ontologies
to combat the issue of scalability, as manual video logging relies upon concretely
defined ontologies for mark-up. Exploiting the inherent semantic links between
concepts defined by the ontology, a smarter SVM training scheme could lead to
an increase in the overall discriminative ability of the SVM when paired with a hi-
erarchical approach to test-time evaluation. Test-time elimination could have the
added benefit of speeding up classification as less SVMs will need to be analysed
compared with a ‘flat’-based approach. Furthermore, the structured elimination
of unlikely paths through the ontology could lead to less overall confusion in the
classifications.
H2 Annotations can be automatically produced at the video frame level using concept
classification and keyframe extrapolation
Since broadcast content is much longer than the video clips traditionally used for
video concept detection there is a use for a method to extrapolate frame level
predictions to video long classifications. Non-linear video browsing techniques
operate at frame, sequence and clip level; requiring a range of temporal classifi-
cations. Also, as video clip length increases, real-time classification systems may
not be able to classify every frame of a video, relying instead on a best-guess
averaging algorithm from the nearest classified frames.
H3 Fusion of multiple feature types can increase the accuracy of annotation detection
in diverse video collections.
The discriminative of every feature type is limited in scope, and as video collec-
tions get larger and more diverse arrays of content there will need to be a growing
set of features used to distinguish between each clip. Futhermore, diverse collec-
tions tend towards more and more detailed classes that may require multiple
orthogonal features in order to distinguish it from the nearest semantic neigh-
bour. Therefore, there is a desire for a method of fusing together the response of
multiple feature types to get a single meaningful score for class probability.
H4 Salient video objects can be localised automatically from long rushes-style video
clips through object localisation
Object localisation is advantageous for a number of potential applications, in-
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cluding usefulness in semantic video search and non-linear browsing for broadcast
archive retrieval. The ability to select an object in a scene and manipulate it to
find new footage would enable more intuitive search of video collections. Tra-
ditional approaches to object localisation either require pre-training, or cannot
handle diverse datasets, or cannot find multiple objects within a video. Object
localisation in broadcast video collections could be achieved through the use of
motion cues to identify and localise objects since this approach requires no train-
ing and can handle identifying multiple objects.
1.2 Contributions
The contribution of chapter 3 is a scalable, real-time framework for video logging
that incorporates multiple feature modalities for content classification. Chapter 4 con-
tributes an automated video object localisation algorithm for long-form ’rushes-style’
video clips. The key technical contributions are:
1. Class scalability: Visual concept detection requires a bank of classifiers to be
evaluated for each image at test-time, typically either through one-vs-all or one-
vs-one SVM scaling respectively with O(c) or O(c2) in the number of classes, c.
Recently the ensemble of exemplar-SVM (EE-SVM) framework [12] has shown
greater robustness to content diversity (appearance variability) but at exponential
complexity O(ec) in both the number of classes and training exemplars. Manual
video logging relies upon concretely defined ontologies for mark-up, which we
leverage in our automated approach to perform hierarchical decision offering a
sub-linear test-time complexity of O(log c) necessary for real-time processing.
2. Multi-modal fusion: Dynamic per-class balancing of multiple visual features,
comprising primary features (such as SIFT [13]) as well as contextual features
such as visual GIST [14], camera motion (see Section 3.1.3), faces [15] and global
colour to maximise discrimination within each branch of the concept ontology.
Weights, learnt during training, are calculated for each feature type and every
class in the hierarchy to balance the contribution it makes to the final video
annotation.
3. Fully-automated salient video object localisation: Broadcast rushes con-
tent can be considered long-form video content that exhibits diverse background
textures and camera motions. As such, multiple object localisation on rushes
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content requires a novel computer vision approach due to the difficulties with ob-
taining long, reliable object tracks without prior training. We contribute a novel,
unsupervised and fully-automatic object localisation algorithm for handling this
type of challenging content. Our method is based on identifying spatially coher-
ent motion cues which are de-noised using a particle filter to form coherent point
distributions corresponding to objects or parts of objects.
1.3 Scope
This research takes into consideration the real-world data used in the broadcast in-
dustry, and as such is specifically targeted at the challenges inherent in this type of
content. We use rushes footage ‘in-the-wild’ to demonstrate how our algorithms handle
diverse, lengthy videos unlike those used to test other video classification systems.
We also exploit inherent semantic links between classes in the form of ontology struc-
tures. In many cases a set of classes can have many valid ontological structures connect-
ing the classes; however, we do not explore the effect of different ontological structures
on the outcome of the classification. It is assumed that each class set comes with a
single, appropriate, ontology with a suitable depth for the user of the data.
1.4 Structure
We outline the chapter structure of the remainder of this thesis, summarising the
principal contributions of each:
Chapter 2 - Literature Review
A comprehensive literature survey of fields related to this research, including: Video
Concept Recognition; Classification using Multiple Semantic Components; Semantic
Ontologies; Salient Video Object Extraction; and Near Real-time Video Classification.
Chapter 3 - Scalable Video Concept Detection
We present a scalable, near real-time concept detection algorithm for use on long,
unedited video clips. Concepts linked by semantic ontologies are exploited to improve
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the accuracy and sub-linear scalability of the algorithm. Furthermore, we demonstrate
how late multi-modal feature fusion may be harnessed to further improve accuracy over
highly diverse datasets, exceeding the performance of the state-of-the-art.
Chapter 4 - Object Localisation
We first demonstrate a system for retrieving an accurate estimate of number of objects
and their spatio-temporal positions within long video sequences using a novel particle
filtering approach. We further apply this algorithm to the problem of comprehensible
video thumbnails.
Chapter 5 - Conclusions
We reflect on the contributions of this thesis in light of the research hypotheses outlined
in Section 1.1 within this chapter.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
In this chapter we present a comprehensive overview of video-based concept recogni-
tion and object extraction techniques. We focus on SVM-based concept recognition
pipelines for images and video, and additionally survey literature on multiple seman-
tic feature types, ontologies, object extraction and scalability relevant to the technical
contributions of this thesis.
2.1 Video Concept Recognition
The broad classification of videos outlined in Chapter 1 is often referred to as video
concept recognition. This term combines a variety of tagging concepts including ac-
tion, event, people, face, object and scene. Despite many years of intensive research,
semantic video concept detection remains an open computer vision challenge. Signifi-
cant advances have been made in the past decade, driven by competitive benchmarks
such as the TRECVid [16], VideoOlympics [17] and PASCAL Visual Object Classes
(VOC) [18] challenges where impressive performances have been returned on datasets
of increasing size and complexity.
2.1.1 Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)
The Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) feature detector is arguably the most
widely used modern feature detector of the past decade [19]. Like many state-of-the-art
detectors it combines several stages of processing to populate a descriptor. Presented
in 1999 by David Lowe [20], the technique used for finding and storing features uses
9
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the Laplacian of Gaussians approximation DoG to locate potential feature points in
an image. The DoG levels computed for an image allow scale-invariant descriptors to
be computed since the image artefacts of a particular size are emphasised in the DoG
stack. Rotation-invariance is achieved by aligning the window with the eigenvectors
of greatest variance, a similar approach to the Harris corner detector [21]. The SIFT
descriptor is created by computing the orientation histogram for each 4x4 grid cell
within a 16x16 window centred over the detected keypoint. The 8-bin orientation
histograms are concatenated together to form a 128-dimensional descriptor (8× 4× 4).
Frequently, SIFT [22] features (over luminance and/or Chroma channels) are detected
sparsely, or more commonly now sampled densely for the first stage [23, 24, 25, 26, 27,
28, 29].
2.1.2 Bag-of-Words
The concept of building a global histogram to represent an image where local feature
descriptors have been extracted based on the categorisation and subsequent summation
of each local descriptor is called bag of visual words [30]. Local descriptors are cate-
gorised using the k-means clustering technique. k-means clustering, presented in [31],
finds k cluster centres in n-dimensional data using an iterative algorithm to update
the ’best guess’ cluster centres towards a stable position. Using a sub-sample of SIFT
descriptors extracted from the training data, the cluster centres found by k-means can
be used to classify every SIFT descriptor to a cluster.
The bag-of-visual words pipeline is:
1. Extract local features for each image in the dataset
2. Use a sub-sample of the collected descriptors as the dataset for the k-means
algorithm, resulting in k cluster centres being computed
3. Assign every feature the closest cluster centre, and for each image build a his-
togram with k bins counting the number of features assigned to each bin
4. Normalise the histogram by dividing each bin value by the sum of all values
The resulting descriptor is a global representation of the image and the performance
benefit of this approach is due to each image being represented by one descriptor,
making high-dimensionality searching far more efficient with high volumes of images.
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Various quantisation strategies for assigning features to clusters have been explored
that go beyond simply assigning features to their nearest-neighbour cluster/codeword
(BoVW) [32]. Soft-assignment variants of BoVW based on k-NN, sub-quantization of
each cluster (VLAD) [33] and encoding of parametric distance to per-codeword Gaus-
sian Mixture Models (Fisher Vector variants) [34] have also been developed. Our ap-
proach uses the standard BoVW quantisation (Sec. 3.1.4) to provide a baseline feature
set with well known performance to deploy against our untested fusion and SVM hier-
archy techniques.
In order to retain some spatial information, techniques such as spatial pyramids [35]
can be used within the BoVW pipeline. Dividing an image (or video frame) into a set
of grids of increasing granularity, e. g. 4-by-4, then 2-by-2 and finally the whole image.
Each grid set is called a level and at each grid square in each level the BoVW histogram
for features in that square is computed. The resulting histograms are concatenated
together to create a final histogram that retains some spatial information. For a level
2 pyramid with 4-by-4, 2-by-2 and 1-by-1 grids, the resulting histogram for k = 100
would be ((4 ∗ 4) + (2 ∗ 2) + 1) ∗ 100 = 21k = 2100 dimensions. We employ spatial
pyramids in Section 3.1.4.
2.1.3 Support Vector Machines (SVMs)
Initially explored for image similarity (retrieval) applications [36, 37], the BoVW repre-
sentation was rapidly adopted for concept detection through incorporation of supervised
classifiers such as Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [32, 38]. SVM classification, typi-
cally as a two category classifier (dichotomiser), works by finding the optimum dividing
line separating two classes. The decision boundary between two classes is defined by
a set of Support Vectors (SV) that define the maximal margin around the hyperplane
(decision boundary). The best SV is one that maximises the margin between the cat-
egories - this is the gap between the nearest points from each category when measured
perpendicular from the SV.
SVMs offer a quick way to decide the category of a new test point by computing the
sign of sum of the dot product of the test vector with each of the support vectors in
the set that define the decision boundary (see Figure 2.1), with the sign determining
the category.
a · b = ‖a‖‖b‖ cos θ (2.1)
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SVMs are widely used in state-of-the-art object recognition research due to their flexi-
bility and adaptability, but do not scale well in the most commonly used frameworks.
Typically, either a one-vs-all [39] or one-vs-one SVM framework is used, which scales
at O(c) or O(c2) with the number of classes c, therefore there is a need for a scalable
approach to using these types of discriminative classifier.
There are a variety of different kernels that can be used with SVMs. A linear kernel,
K(f, g) = 〈f, g〉, is the most efficient for training [40], but non-linear kernels tend to
yield better classification results [41]. The χ2 kernel, k(f, g) = 2fg/(f + g), is an ad-
ditive homogeneous kernel which is almost as efficient as a linear kernel but typically
yields better classification results [42]. Additive kernels have the computational ad-
vantage of being represented as linear kernels using an approximated feature map, as
introduced by [42].
Cascading hierarchies of SVMs comprising low-level features at leaf nodes, combining
into successively higher level conceptual layers of classifiers have been shown to scale
well for video classification tasks [43, 44]. Note that such cascaded approaches differ
from that of our ontological hierarchy [45]. Although not within the scope of our fully
automatic scenario, many user-assistive (semi-interactive) retrieval and classification
video systems have also been proposed.
Recently, multitudes of simpler classifiers have been combined in novel ways, via ran-
domized decision forests and ensemble of exemplar-SVMs (EE-SVM) [46]. The latter
have shown good generalisation performance over wide variations in appearance, since
each exemplar is effectively a class within detectable concepts effectively super-classes
of these. Unfortunately EE-SVMs exhibit exponential complexity in the number of
classifiers with respect to concept count and training dataset size. Most recently this
has resulted in run-time optimization strategies for efficient pruning of EE-SVMs to
reduce the number of classifiers to be tested [47]. Nevertheless these approaches do
not reduce complexity and, with single image classification times of several seconds, an
extension to streaming video is not yet realistic.
2.1.4 Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
Deep Learning has recently become a major trend for classification in computer vision.
Work carried out by Krizhevsky et al. to classify images in the vastly popular ImageNet
dataset [9] proposed a structure of learning visual features using a large pool of data
by training Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs).
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CNNs are classification systems that learn a set of convolutional operations and pooling
layers within a Neural Network over a large collection training data. The resulting
system can be used to classify test images using the learned convolutional operations
that are discriminatory to the classes. It is possible to extract a representative global
feature from the CNNs fully-connected layers for use in other classification pipelines
[10], typically replacing BoVW features in the SVM pipeline like that discussed in
Section 2.1.1 approach, or even for uses outside of classification classification entirely.
Configurations of CNNs for image classification have been explored by Chatfield et al.
[10], as well as for object detection by Girshick et al. [48] by utilising segmentation
techniques, and for the PASCAL object detection challenge by Oquab et al. [49] using
mid-level features trained from ImageNet. However these approaches have yet to be
proven on video outside tightly constrained domains e. g. sports footage [11].
2.1.5 Recent Advancements
With the advent of ontology structured large-scale image datasets such as ImageNet
[50] new opportunities exist to exploit semantic relationships between concepts during
detection. Ferrari et al. briefly explored this idea through experiments in hierarchical
classification for ImageNet [51], and we follow in this spirit exploring not only ontolog-
ically aware classification (for video) but also dynamic weighting of feature modalities
in order to distinguish locally occurring concepts within that hierarchy. Significant
progress has been made in the last couple years using deep learning to train both
classifier and learn optimal features for classification simultaneously.
Despite the recent advances in lab datasets, there is still a substantial divide between
the performance of computer vision algorithms on research lab datasets versus video
content encountered ‘in the wild’ which exhibits more class and appearance diversity
[52]. Barriers to adoption include not only accuracy levels, but also speed with sophis-
ticated classification techniques often requiring substantial training and/or test times
that prohibit real-time application [11, 53]. Unfortunately both barriers must be over-
come for practical application in a video logging scenario.
2.2 Classification using Multiple Semantic Components
Increasingly, images and video are paired with additional contextual information. From
a smartphone automatically geo-tagging pictures to hashtags on Instagram; times-
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tamps, related videos and EXIF data can provide valuable context to your content that
is used to sort, search and organise media. During the life of a production, broadcasters
create a wealth of additional information surrounding the content: scripts, storyboards,
plot outlines, schedules, risk assessments, character profiles, continuity notes, shot lists,
etc. What if this information could be used to aid the automated labelling of footage?
Everingham et al. used script and subtitling information to automatically annotate
characters within a set of clips [54]. Using the higher semantic relationship linking
these orthogonal data types their system could 1) identify characters in a scene, 2)
propose which character was speaking, and 3) automatically annotate the character’s
name to the detected face.
Another technique using multiple semantic components was tested in [55] to recognise
human actions in sports videos that are accompanied by an announcer’s commentary.
The system performed 5% better when both text and image cues were used as opposed
to just text alone. This shows that combining several related components in the classi-
fication process will improve overall results. The work also concludes that a co-training
approach performs better than both early and late SVM fusion techniques. Similar
principles could be used to annotate rushes footage with the correct metadata tags
using pre-production artefacts or on-set notes.
Training different sets of classifiers to reason about orthogonal aspects of an image in
order to make a higher-level classification can be achieved as shown in [56] and [57]. By
first understanding the scene presented in an image, and then the objects within that
scene, a higher-order classifier can reason about the event taking place. For example,
a lake scene with athletes and a rowing boat would point towards a rowing event. In
production, an interior daytime shot with a certain set of characters on screen could
signify the scene currently being filmed in the script.
2.2.1 Colour Features
The global colour histogram (GCH) is calculated by quantising the RGB component
of each pixel by multiplying by Q, and each colour component is shifted to a different
range so each pixel can be assigned a value in the quantised range based on it’s RGB
value. The pixel values are then counted and build a histogram with Q3 bins. For
example, a quantisation value of Q = 4 the histogram will contain 64 bins.
bin = red ·Q2 + green ·Q+ blue (2.2)
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This approach stores more colour detail than basic average colour histogram, but at the
cost of a higher dimensionality descriptor. However, the implementation is still O(n)
complexity and therefore computation is trivial. GCH can also be applied to images
represented in other colour spaces, such as CIE Lab space, which is more robust to
luminance changes than RGB.
The colour GIST descriptor from [14] can be calculated by segmenting an image into
a 4-by-4 grid for which orientation histograms are extracted. The GIST descriptor
has been shown to describe whole images well. The color GIST descriptor is typically
computed by first rescaling the input image into a low-resolution square image of fixed
size which is sufficient to calculate the descriptor due to the low dimensionality of the
descriptor. A size of 32-by-32 pixels has been shown to be sufficient for web image
search [58]. Our multi-fusion technique uses colour GIST and GCH on Lab colour
space as described in Section 3.1.5.
2.2.2 Face Detection
The Viola-Jones detector [15] has become the standard for face detection in computer
vision because of it’s ability to robustly detect ”mostly rigid” objects, such as faces,
using Haar features or, more precisely, Haar-like wavelets consisting of adding and
subtracting rectangular image regions and thresholding the result. Integral images are
used to enable rapid computation of the Haar features and statistical boosting creates
binary face-no face classification nodes for the cascade. The cascade is arranged such
that the first nodes are weak classifiers (producing many false positives) and the final
nodes are strong classifiers. A region is only recognised as a face if it makes it through
the entire cascase.
The detector uses a form of AdaBoost organised as a rejection cascade such that each
node has a high detection rate (i. e. low false negatives) at the cost of a low rejection
rate. If at any stage of the cascade a ”not in class” result is computed, the detection
is terminated. This has the huge computational benefit of greatly reducing the total
computation cost for instances where the true class is rare, such as for faces in an image
where most regions will terminate quickly due to a ”not in class” decision.
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2.3 Exploiting Semantic Ontologies
The introduction of ImageNet in 2009 [50] as a large-scale image dataset has given re-
searchers a valuable resource for exploring scalable object recognition. Since its launch,
ImageNet has grown to contain over 14 million images organised into over 20,000 cate-
gories. The categories, or synsets as they are described in ImageNet, are nouns chosen
from the word ontology WordNet. Categories are organised into a huge hierarchy of
concepts, with each category having semantic child, parent and sibling concepts linking
it to the hierarchy. For example, the concept boat has ancestor’s vessel, craft, vehicle,
transport and artefact; and children such as ark, ferry, narrowboat and gondola.
Understanding how to exploit this semantic ontology to aide classification tasks has
been an important area of research in the last few years. Deselaers and Ferrari [51]
confirmed the assumption that visual and semantic similarity is intrinsically linked.
Their experiment compared the visual (χ2) distance between two object categories
with the semantic distance, and found that not only does visual similarity grow with
semantic similarity, but also that visual classes are separable across a semantically
defined boundary. This research shows that the link between semantics and vision can
be exploited to put constraints or boost object classification.
The semantic similarity of neighbouring categories can be used to boost the accuracy
of object localisation tasks by transferring knowledge of location, appearance and con-
text between categories. Using a concatenation of Lab colour histograms, bag-of-words
SURF features and HOG descriptors to represent appearance provided 53% localisa-
tion accuracy for the target category, showing there is a strong connection between
semantically neighbouring object classes [59].
Aytar and Zisserman use semantically similar categories in the Pascal VOC dataset
to boost object category detection in [60]. Using the HOG detector template from a
semantically similar class as the prior for the target class boosts the initial performance
of the detector and increases the rate of performance growth as more samples are learnt.
However, the final performance of the system was not improved. Similar conclusions
were also reached in [61], showing the same is true for video logging.
In an example application exploiting the hierarchical structure of ImageNet, [50] trains
an SVM at each node of the tree and classifies test images by considering the classi-
fication score of a node and its child nodes. This approach almost always improved
the precision-recall of the classifier compared to a flat classifier by 2-8%. While not a
significant improvement, it shows there is scope for intelligently testing SVMs based on
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the semantic relatedness of categories. The experiment also showed that the ‘taller’ the
tree, i.e. the longer the path from root to leaf, the worse the hierarchy SVM approach
performs due to the weaker visual coherence of classes such as vehicle, mammal and
artefact found near the top of the tree.
As the number of image categories increases, the semantic link between classes becomes
a key approach to speed up classification and provide informative output labels at
different semantic labels without affecting overall accuracy [53]. A system that is able
to exploit the semantic ontology will be crucial for scalable object classification.
2.4 Salient Video Object Extraction
Salient video object extraction is a long-standing computer vision problem addressing
both salient object localization and segmentation; we focus on the former task.
Salient object detection frequently draws upon visual attention heuristics to determine
saliency from appearance information. Visual saliency detectors based on biologically
inspired filters [62, 63] or computational models such as graphs [64] and sliding window
detectors based on relative contrast [65, 7] and geometric cues [66, 67, 68] have been
proposed to detect salient objects. Definitions of saliency are often task specific and so
trainable rather than prescribed heuristic measures have also been proposed [69, 7, 70].
Alexe et al. demonstrates that bounding boxes around objects present in an image can
be obtained by exploiting the known characteristics of objects [66? ]. By combining the
scores from a variety of appearance measures, the most object-like regions of a scene
can be identified.
Although such measures may be trivially applied to independent video key-frames,
pixel-wise image saliency has also been extended to video through spatio-temporal
analysis, e. g. patch based rarity [71] was extended to video to detect objects with
unusual movement patterns [72]. Low-level spatio-temporal filtering has been post-
processed in a bottom-up manner to develop more sophisticated salient object detectors,
which simultaneously localize and estimate motion parameters. Tapu et al. [73] use
RANSAC (see Section 2.4.1) to recursively filter correspondences between sparsely
detected SIFT keypoints, filtered to remove non-salient points under a visual salience
measure, to identify coherently moving objects. RANSAC has also been used more
generally to refine the accuracy of optical flow fields [74].
Motion vector analysis has been used elsewhere for grouping moving pixels into objects
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based on spatio-temporal parameters [75] or vector magnitude and phase [76]. Proba-
bilistic frameworks for aggregating vectors in a Markov random field [77] and tracking
these over time [78] have been explored. Aggregations of mid-level primitives to form
coherent salient objects under an energy maximization scheme was proposed in [79].
2.4.1 RANSAC
Random Sampling Consensus (RANSAC) [80] is a good iterative method for solving
a mathematical model using a dataset with a large number of outliers. Our proposed
methods adopt the RANSAC algorithm to perform egomotion estimation by finding the
best-fit homography for motion vectors using RANSAC as described in Section 3.1.2.
We also use a RANSAC-like method for estimating the affine transform of rigid bodies
in Section 4.1.2.
The RANSAC algorithm works as follows:
1. A random subset of points is chosen from a set to act as hypothetical inliers
2. The subset of points are fit to a mathematical model for which the best fit is
desired
3. All other points in the query are tested against this model, and points which fit
well are included as hypothetical inliers
4. The model is considered accurate if a sufficient number of points have been clas-
sified as inliers
5. The model is recalculated using all hypothetical inliers
6. An error score is given to the model
7. This process is repeated a given number of times, keeping a record of the most
accurate model found
The result of the RANSAC method is a best-fit prediction of the model, if the RANSAC
process is repeated n times, then the algorithmic complexity is fixed at O(n).
In our method we sample dense motion vectors rather than sparse keypoint correspon-
dences, and encourage spatial coherence by sampling within super-pixel boundaries
rather than hierarchically deriving coherent sub-regions using RANSAC.
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2.4.2 Particle Filter
Our approach replies on a particle filter to provide temporal coherence to frame-level
measurements of a salient object’s movement.
The particle filter was developed in the mid-1960s in Physics and was applied to Com-
puter Vision in the mid-1990s as conditional density propagation, or condensation [81].
Particle filters are among the most robust forms of tracking, primarily because they
maintain multiple hypotheses per frame. At each frame, every hypothesis is evaluated
based on a maximization function p(z|x), where z represent the measurements at each
frame and x the hypotheses maintained by the particle filter. Each hypothesis is also
assessed with a prior p(x). Hypotheses are then ranked using p(x|z) = p(z|x)p(x),
referred to as the Maximum A-Posteriori (MAP) estimation. At each frame, N hy-
potheses are kept using the stochastic sampling method, biased by their probabilities.
Hypotheses are updated according to a model also kept with the hypothesis, and often
jitter is added to create diversity among the hypotheses.
Assume N hypotheses at time t, Ht = {x1t , . . . , xNt }, where each hypothesis has a
probability Pt = {p(x1t , . . . , xNt }. The paricle filter then creates a new population of
hypotheses for each frame using the following algorithm
1. Stochastically select a hypothesis xut from Ht with chance p(x
u
t )
2. Update xut according to a learned model, e. g. a motion model
3. Measure the frame at time t to determine how well x fits the model p(zut+1|xut+1)
4. repeat this process N times to get Ht+1
Due to their ability to efficiently discard old hypotheses and introduce new ones over
time, particle filters are amongst the most robust forms of tracking.
2.4.3 Mean-Shift
In our work we analyse motion vectors to determine the motion of individual super-
pixels and aggregate these in space-time using mean-shift [82].
Mean-shift is a generalization of K-means for unsupervised clustering, treating the data
as a density function to be maximised using the following algorithm
1. Pick k points (means) to act as cluster centres
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2. For each point, compute density in a small local window/kernel
3. Temporarily shift the point slightly and re-measure density, thus determining the
gradient within the space
4. Shift the point (mean) in direction of gradient i.e. to area of higher density, this
is also known as gradient ascent
5. If window/kernels of two points overlap enough, those means are merged together
2.5 Scalability
In the context of this thesis scalability can refer to Sample Scalability (the number of
frames in a single clip) or Class Scalability (the number of classes in a dataset). The
introduction of large-scale image datasets such as Caltech-256 [83] and more recently
ImageNet [50] have enabled the latest object detection, localisation and segmentation
algorithms to explore class scalability. In 2015, the ImageNet challenge contained 1,000
object localisation classes [84]. However, large video datasets remain much smaller
and less diverse than the image counterparts; in 2015 the same ImageNet challenge
contained an object detection video taster containing 30 categories. As such, video
object detection scalability has not been explored to the same degree as image detection.
Ensemble of Exemplar-SVMs (EE-SVMs) has been researched as a method of gener-
alizing an exemplar-SVMs to large datasets of images [12, 85]. In [12], the method is
found to scale well to a large number of images, but not a large number of classes. Their
approach can even handle doubling the image count by using images and their left-right
flipped counterparts for training and testing. However, training the EE-SVMs is slow
due to the number of parameters in the ensemble approach, but individually images
are quick, albeit with linear computational complexity as more images are used. The
training is of linear complexity, but the extra cost of exemplars is expected to dimin-
ish as the number of categories increases. A training approach utilising the semantic
structure between the training classes could mitigate this, with the added benefit of
limiting the number of negative examples needed to train the SVM. EE-SVMs have
been shown to scale to over 80,000 images over 10 classes [85], however the approach
does not scale well to a large number of classes.
Large-scale video classification has most recently used Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) [11]. Karpathy et al. developed a large dataset containing 1 million YouTube
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videos over 487 classes. This is a significant improvement on the UCF-101 Action
Recognition dataset [86], but the dataset is still constrained to the sports-specific do-
main. There exists a shortage of large-scale video classification benchmarks that Karpa-
thy et al. identified as at least partially attributable to the lack of work on applying
CNNs to video classification, as well as the higher difficulty in collection, annotation
and storage of video collections compared to images. The Sports-1M dataset presented
in [11] has an average video length of 5 minutes and 36 seconds, however as they use
readily available post-produced footage each video contains clips of only a few seconds
long each, in stark contrast to production rushes footage. The Sports-1M dataset also
has a defined ontology, but this is not exploited in Karpathy et al.. Since the Sports-1M
dataset uses User Generated Content (UGC) the dataset is weakly annotated, contains
duplicate videos and has 5% of videos pertaining to multiple classes.
Karpathy et al. suggest future work to build a dataset with broader categories, an
algorithm to explicitly reason camera motion and to explore more powerful techniques
for combining clip-level predictions into global video-level predictions. They conclude
that CNNs struggle to learn invariance across camera angles, translation and zoom,
this leads to a high level of confusion between classes at the leaves of the ontology.
They also suggest a more careful treatment of camera motion using camera-corrected
motion features such as those used in [29].
2.6 Summary
We have identified several gaps within the literature relating to video concept detection
and object localisation that will be tackled in this thesis:
Scalable Video Concept Recognition using Semantic Ontologies
The BoVW pipeline and CNN features with SVM classification models are widely
employed to solve concept recognition tasks for both images and video, however
these approaches do not often offer the class scalability required for diverse pro-
duction footage. High accuracy is frequently achieved with heuristics based on
the application domain, which limits the systems adaptability to more general
scenarios. Such applications scale linearly at best with number of classes and
dataset size. Furthermore, research into the effectiveness of semantic ontologies
to aide image classification tasks has shown that visual and semantic similarity are
intrinsically linked, proving they can be exploited to boost object classification.
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Employing Multiple Semantic Components for Video Classification
Additional contextual information is frequently being employed for video clas-
sification tasks to boost accuracy when visual features are less discriminative.
Information such as related scripts, subtitles and audio have been shown to in-
crease classification accuracy. Training different sets of classifiers to reason about
orthogonal aspects of an image or video, such as colour, motion and visual ‘gist’
can also allow classifiers to make higher-level classification decisions.
Robust Object Localisation for Long-Form Video
Salient video object localisation often draws upon domain-specific heuristics to
enable object localisation on unseen video clips. Saliency is often ambiguous
without task-specific heuristics, which also explains the trend towards trainable
rather than prescribed heuristics measures in many cases. Multiple target bound-
ing boxes can be scored by an algorithm to reduce to search space, or motion
features can provide pixel-level grouping into objects.
There are other short-comings in the state-of-the-art when it comes to long-form video
clip classification and object localisation, such as the difficulty in obtaining long motion
tracks on objects, and algorithms to detect salient spatio-temporal regions in the general
case.
Chapter 3
Scalable Video Concept
Detection
In this chapter we explore a hierarchical approach to video concept detection by eval-
uating a set of one-vs-all SVMs in a conceptual ontology structure. By exploiting the
inherent relationships between classes we aim to learn which features are most dis-
criminative at each node in the hierarchy. The final result is more scalable to large
label problems both in terms of computational complexity and classification accuracy.
Furthermore, we can increase accuracy by filtering the keyframe classifications into
clip-level classifications.
Classification is performed using spatio-temporal features local to keyframes detected
within the video stream, and aggregated as a post-process over any temporal interval
(typically on a whole-clip basis for logging) using morphological sieving. We present
a near real-time system demonstrating automatic clip annotation in a broadcast pro-
duction scenario including an interactive visualization enabling both chronological and
concept-based browsing of the resulting metadata-enriched content.
We demonstrate the proposed system on diverse real-world pre-production (‘rushes’)
footage, contrasting performance against a state-of-the-art baseline using the Bag-of-
Visual-Words pipeline (BoVW) over dense SIFT features. We demonstrate perfor-
mance gains both in terms of accuracy and efficiency using our combined hierarchical
and multi-modal fusion approach. In addition, the system architecture lends itself to
efficient parallelisation in, for example, a map-reduce framework.
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Figure 3.1: A test video is labelled by passing several modes of features from various
keyframe segments through a hierarchy of SVMs, with intelligent late fusion of proba-
bilities.
3.1 Methodology
We now describe our scalable system for video concept detection. First we outline
the feature extraction process, through which multiple complementary visual features
are distilled from ingested footage (Sec. 3.1.4). We then describe how the hierarchical
concept ontology accompanying the footage can be leveraged to both train the system,
and perform efficient classification (Sec. 3.1.8). The mechanism by which the visual
features are weighted and combined is then explained (Sec. 3.1.10). Classification is
performed on a per key-frame basis (for K regularly sampled keyframes per clip), but
can be aggregated on a clip-level for more convenient browsing in our system. We
briefly outline our aggregation strategy to form clip-level classification (Sec. 3.1.11).
Our primary aim is to develop a system that can exploit the similarity between class
labels to improve scalability to larger numbers of classes, as well as reduce query time
and increase accuracy by avoiding unnecessary SVM tests.
Our proposed method is able to train and test SVMs more intelligently and efficiently
by organising class labels into a semantic hierarchy. The hierarchy creates a relation-
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ship between labels that is absent in a typical ‘flat’ system where all target labels are
considered for every video. During test time we only explore the most likely branches
of the hierarchy for a given frame as detailed in Section 3.1.8.
The structure of the hierarchy is further exploited in Section 3.1.10 where a late fusion
technique learns the value of each feature type in discriminating a particular class
and its children from other classes. The value of each feature type is encoded into a
weighting for each SVM probability at each node in the hierarchy.
3.1.1 Video
Each video is processed in order to extract keyframes for feature extraction and optical
flow calculation. For each keyframe, a set of features are extracted both on the complete
frame, and on segments of the frame. The frame is resized to QVGA resolution (320×
240), preserving aspect ratio, before any features are extracted.
While the difference in average colour between frames is often used as an indicator of
keyframes because of the implication of high shot dissimilarity, this approach produces
a very noisy set of keyframes due to constant illumination changes being wrongfully
identified as salient temporal instances.
Due to the drawbacks of average-colour-based keyframe identification, we opt to identity
five equally-spaced keyframes from the video, starting with frame 2. For example, a
video with 3600 frames will have keyframes marked at frame 2, 722, 1442, 2162 and
2882. This approach has the benefit of providing a predictable number of keyframes,
which helps management of feature storage space. It also provides an easy way to
manipulate the speed at which a video can be processed, since more keyframes requires
more processing time.
Additionally, at this stage interlaced videos are de-interlaced using the FFMpeg video
library [87] to avoid any unwanted artefacts later.
3.1.2 Motion Segmentation
Motion is our primary cue for segmenting a frame into foreground and background
segments. We process each frame pair in the video independently from each other by
computing a dense set of optical flow vectors V(t) between the set of pixel locations
I(t) within each frame, and those in its immediate predecessor I(t − 1). Without the
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Figure 3.2: The segmentation process manipulates the dense optical flow to seperate the
foreground and background motion
loss of generality, we use the dense optical flow estimation algorithm of Brox et al. [88]
due to the availability of an efficient GPU implementation.
In order to analyse the local motion of objects in the frame we compensate for inter-
frame camera movement which results in global motion within the optical flow. As with
prior work seeking to compensate for such motion [73] we model inter-frame camera
movement as a homography H(t) between corresponding points in I(t) and I(t − 1)
induced by flow vectors V(t) which we solve for each frame by minimising:
H(t) = argmin
H
∑
∀{a∈I(t),ba∈V(t)}
|Ha− (a+ ba)| − |H−1(a+ ba)′ − a| (3.1)
where a is a point in I(t), and ba is its corresponding optical flow vector in V(t), such
that a+ ba ∈ I(t+ 1).
The minimization is performed via a RANSAC process [80], as described in Sec-
tion 2.4.1, in which a subset of V(t) are repeatedly selected at random and used to
obtain a candidate H(t), which is then tested against all V(t) via Equation 3.1. The
process yields a set of camera-motion compensated flow vectors V ′(t) = HV(t) for
subsequent processing. We process only significant vectors where |V ′(t)| > .
The moving foreground objects can be masked out using the camera-motion compen-
sated flow vectors Vf (t) = HV(t). Morphological closure is performed to remove salt
and pepper noise from the masks, resulting in a segmentation like the example shown
in Figure 3.3. Similarly Vb(t) = V(t)− Vf (t) are used for subsequent background pro-
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Figure 3.3: The foreground objects are segmented from the background by masking out
the camera motion compensated flow vectors from the optical flow.
cessing. Using these masks we are able to compute features over the full frame (FF),
foreground (FG), and background (BG) regions.
3.1.3 Contextual Egomotion
The presence of visual concepts is often correlated with the presence of other contex-
tual information in the scene. For example, certain camera movements in the presence
of certain semantic concepts. We allow for the learning of these correlations by en-
coding context in several ways, starting with global camera motion. This is encoded
independently for FF, FG and BG regions.
For the full-frame descriptor, the frame is divided into a 5 × 5 spatial grid. For each
grid square, every V(t) >  is quantised into one of eight orientation bins to create
a histogram of oriented flow. In order to prevent erroneous and sporadic optical flow
vectors from causing a temporally anomalous “spike” in the final descriptor value as
the video clip plays, each dimension of the descriptor is regulated with a Kalman filter.
The Kalman filter has the effect of temporally smoothing out the optical flow vectors
between frames to better mimic the behavior of real-life egomotion.
Feature tracks can be created by connecting short tracklets together. Track repair was
explored using FAST features [89] to join tracks where gaps may exist as in [90], but
this operation added 0.5 seconds to the optical flow operation without any discernible
improvement on the final classification result, so was scrapped.
The histograms from each grid square are then concatenated together to create a 200-
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Figure 3.4: The frame optical flow field is spatially gridded and each grid square vectors
quantised into eight bins to create a motion descriptor used to construct our contex-
tual camera motion descriptor. Discriminative responses are shown for four common
camera motions.
dimensional (5 × 5 × 8) motion histogram, which is then L2 normalised. All bins
are set to zero for grid squares where the vast majority of V(t) <  to prevent noise
from skewing the results with unreliable flow orientation. Figure 3.4 illustrates the
dominant response different camera movements generate within each cells and thus
may be discriminated by the motion descriptor.
The foreground motion descriptor is calculated using the same method as the full-frame
motion descriptor, but using Vf (t) in place of V(t). Similarly, Vb(t) is used to create
the background motion descriptor.
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3.1.4 Dense SIFT Features
Dense SIFT features are extracted using a three pixel (3px) spacing over four spatial
scales, deemed to be optimal over this resolution of footage via prior experimentation
[91]. We found that 3px spacing provided 5% performance boost in mean Average
Precision (mAP) on our public comparison (Caltech-101) dataset vs. 8px spacing,
and 2px spacing provided no benefit and increased the computation cost dramatically.
Similarly, a single scale approach was 5% worse than using four SIFT scales (4,6,8,10
over just 4).
Vector quantization is performed using k-means clustering over 10 million features
randomly sampled from our dataset, where a codebook size of k = 600 was found to
give the best results. A spatial pyramid histogram is then computed as in [35], with
L = 2. However, unlike with [35] and under the guidance of [91], no normalisation
is used since the frame size is equal and all histograms sum to the same number of
extracted features. The BoVW histograms (described in Sec. 2.1.1) are computed for
all three of the segmentation cases (FF, FG, BG) with only SIFT features within the
appropriate mask used to build the spatial pyramid histogram.
3.1.5 Colour Features
Another valuable form of context is global illumination and colour cast within a frame.
We compute a global colour histogram (GCH) in CIELab colour space, within each
of the four spatial quadrants of the frame. The GCH quantises the chroma channels
of the space into 16 bins (luminance is disregarded for robustness) resulting in a 128
dimensional global colour descriptor, as outlined in Section 2.2.1.
The GIST descriptor [14] is additionally computed, using the public implementation
provided by [58], giving a 320-dimensional histogram. Again the descriptors are calcu-
lated over the FF, FG and BG regions independently.
3.1.6 Facial Grid
A simple ’faces detected’ descriptor is extracted by counting the number of faces de-
tected in each square of a 3-by-3 spatial grid. The faces are detected using the multi-
scale Haar cascase approach due to Viola and Jones [15], described in Section 2.2.2.
This 9-dimensional descriptor is calculated independently over the FF, FG and BG
regions.
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Figure 3.5: Classification decision for a frame of ‘StudentTV’ performed using our
hierarchical path finding approach. Only 13 SVMs are tested in the best-first traversal
versus 23 SVMs for a linear one-vs-all strategy. Values for χc computed during traversal
are noted beside each node.
3.1.7 SVMs
We use a set of one-vs-all Support Vector Machines (SVMs) for each feature type. Each
linear SVM uses the χ2 homogenous kernel map as outlined in Section 2.1.3 to warp
the features. After much testing, λ was chosen to be 0.001, and max iterations to be
5× 104 from (50/λ).
3.1.8 Ontological Path Finding
Multi-class video concept detection is performed via a bank of SVM classifiers χc for a
concept set C = {c1, . . . , cn}, the outputs of which are aggregated to make an overall
classification decision Dt for a multi-modal feature set F = {F 1t , . . . , Fmt } extracted
local to key frame It. In the commonly used one-vs-all classifier arrangement for SVMs,
the decision is the maximum probability concept, obtained as the normalised distance
to the SVM decision boundary, detected over the classifier bank:
Dt(F) = argmax
c∈C
χc(Ft) (3.2)
We aim for a decision Dt(F(It)) = c,∀I ∈ G(c) for all frames in ground-truth annotated
test set G(c) ⊂ I∀t for category c. Classifier χc is trained using a similarly annotated
training set T (c).
There are two disadvantages with this commonly used framework [91]. First, it scales
linearly i. e. O(|C|). Second, it does not capitalise on ontological relationships within
the concept set C, i. e. χc is trained using positive F+ and negative F− exemplars drawn
from T (c) and T (C \ c) respectively. There is opportunity for exploiting these semantic
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relationships; for example if the overall classification decision Dt can be determined
with high certainty to be a vehicle then a subsequent classification into categories car,
bus, truck, etc. can be made using a classifier more precisely trained over imagery from
that sub-branch of the video ontology.
We therefore constrain training according to ontological relationships, where each con-
cept c↑pi ∈ C has a parent concept p = cj and c0 is a dummy concept introduced to
indicate the root node (and outcome χ0 = 0). Classifier χi is trained using F+ drawn
from node ci and descendants c
↑i
j , c
↑j
k and so on recursively, and F− drawn from the
siblings of ci i. e. other concepts with the same parent c
↑p ⊂ C. Section 3.1.9 goes into
more detail about how the ontological hierarchy is created.
At test-time the hierarchy is exploited to reduce the number of classification decisions,
presenting a substantial efficiency saving over a one-vs-all strategy to classifying each
of K keyframes within lengthy pre-production video clips.
A working set W maintaining outcomes (concept-probability pairs) of classifications at
the perimeter of the explored hierarchy is created, initially containing {0, χ0} for the
root node. Classification of a given frame It begins by extracting feature set F (see
Sec. 3.1.3 - 3.1.6) and measuring χc(F) for c+pi for p = 0. The classification outcomes
{c, χc + χp} are added to W and outcomes χp removed from W. Exploration of the
hierarchy is then advanced one node at a time, each time selecting classifier χ′c for
evaluation and addition to W where:
c′ = argmax
c
Dt(χc(F)) (3.3)
Fig. 3.5 illustrates the resulting best-first traversal of the ontology for a classification
performed for a frame of pre-production footage from ‘StudentTV’ (Section 3.2.1).
Classification halts at the first (most promising) leaf node reached for the quantiative
results presented here, but in our user interface (Section 3.4) the top few results can be
visualised e. g. using all leaves. In the best case O(log |C|) classifiers will be tested, and
at worst O(|C|). Note that although prior work has observed closer visual distances
between ontological siblings (e. g. over ImageNet [51]) such relationships have not
previously been exploited for efficient video classification.
3.1.9 Hierarchy Creation
Any set of class labels can be structured into an ontology, for example metadata labels
generated in pre-production all have semantic links with each other. A house-buying
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Figure 3.6: An example hierarchical ontology for a house-buying programme, con-
structed using WordNet, which could be used for a whole series of episodes.
programme might visit several properties to gather content for the production, each
consisting of shots of different rooms followed by reaction shots of the potential buyers.
In this case, each room shot could be semantically linked together and all shots in a
given property could be linked, as shown in Figure 3.6. Once this ontology is estabished
for the first episode, it can be easily extended to future episodes without needing to be
re-created.
The underlying lexical ontology of WordNet can be used as a basis for the final hier-
archical ontology used by the path-finding algorithm by associating concepts from the
WordNet tree to each label. That tree can then be corrected by removing inconsis-
tencies such as common specialisations and other redundancies. In the house-buying
example above, each type of room (i. e. kitchen, bathroom,etc) can be found in the
WordNet ontology, as can house and people for the other classes. Parent nodes have
then been generated from the WordNet synsets that are common to sets of these classes.
3.1.10 Multimodal Fusion
We investigate methods for fusing the probability results from several banks of SVM
classifiers relating to the different ‘modes’ of features calculated. Our late fusion method
adopts a weighting strategy over the normalised distances to the corresponding SVM
decision boundaries. On the other hand, Co-Trade attempts to boost relevant training
of the SVMs as an early fusion approach.
Co-Trade
We experimented with using Co-Trade [92] as a substitute for our late fusion method.
Co-Trade uses an unlabeled validation set to boost the training examples for two dif-
ferent view classifiers. Labels with a high confidence on one classifier are passed to the
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Figure 3.7: Illustrating the relative weights of the five features dynamically learned on
a per-node basis within the hierarchy to perform multi-modal fusion in our system.
other classifier for boosting. Code is only available for CoTrade to work on two data
views, however this is an implementation issue and not a limitation of the underlying
algorithm; although Co-Trade’s effectiveness over more data views is unknown. Our
fusion method can dynamically expand to n views, which allows us to include a wider
set of classifiers while maintaining an accurate and reliable weightings.
In our tests using the dense SIFT BoVW features from Section 3.1.4 and the CIELab
colour space features from Section 3.1.5, each iteration of CoTrade reduced the overall
effectiveness of the classifier because of the CIELab colour classifier’s high error rate.
Unfortunately, our test dataset, Caltech-101 (see Section 3.2.1), is too small to sacrifice
half of the training data to allow for iterations of unlabelled data without underfitting
the SVMs. Using a validation set to calculate the weightings, on the background
ontology, our method scores 69.0% mean Average Precision (mAP), whereas CoTrade
achieves 43.7% after 7 iterations, dropping from 43.7% initially.
Our Fusion Method
Our system adopts a late fusion strategy to combining features across multiple modal-
ities, enabling per-class control over the relative importance of each modality. Conse-
quently χc is determined by a weighted combination of linear classifiers ψc,i
χc =
1
m
m∑
i=1
Dt(ωc,iψc,i) (3.4)
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for each ψc,i we use a linear SVM using the chi-squared kernel mapping with param-
eter λ = 10−3 and maximum training iteration count of 5 × 104, using the public
implementation available as part of the VLFeat library [42].
Weights ωc,i are determined on a per-class basis and learned over the training set T (c).
First, Equation 3.4 is evaluated for one of the modalities i at a particular node in the
hierarchy c, with ωc,i set to unity. All the training data T (c) is used. The resulting score
χc will be positive or negative for each training example, and the overall number of
true positives (TP), false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN) are counted based on
the training data markup. The discriminatory power of that modality i for concept c is
then estimated via the average of its True Positive Rate (TPR) and Positive Prediction
Value (PPV):
TPR(c, i) =
TP (c, i)
TP (c, i) + FN(c, i)
(3.5)
PPV (c, i) =
TP (c, i)
TP (c, i) + FP (c, i)
(3.6)
ω(c, i) =
TPR(c, i) + PPV (c, i)
2
(3.7)
The weights are normalised such that
∑m
i=1 ωc,i = 1 and recorded for use in the hierar-
chical classification, except in the extreme case where
∑m
i=1 ωc,i = 0 in which case all
weights for that feature type are set to zero.
The validation set used to create the fusion metric needs to be as fully representative
of the final test set as possible. For validation, 30 keyframes for each leaf class are
run through the system. In our testing we found that dividing the training set into
a train and validation set was not beneficial compared to using the full train set for
training and validation. Overall accuracy was reduced when dividing the training data
into training and validation sets due to the underfitting caused by a reduced training
set. The system did not benefit enough from having a unique validation set to justify
this loss in accuracy.
3.1.11 Aggregation For Clip Classification
Classification is performed for each video keyframe independently, which is important
in our pre-production scenario where individual video clips can be up to several min-
utes long. However, for browsing folders (‘bins’) of video files, and to apply standard
benchmarking methodologies, it is necessary to combine keyframe-based decisions to
deliver a single representative clip-level classification.
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Figure 3.8: Illustration of frame aggregation extrapolating the keyframe classifications.
Keyframes, illustrated as grey lines, have a probability for each concept, illustrated as
circles in different colours. These keyframe classifications can be extrapolated to every
frame by fitting straight lines between keyframe classifications, as shown. The highest
probability classification for each frame is becomes the overall best classification for
each frame, and consecutive frames with the same overall classification can be grouped
together to form sections of the clip, illustrated by the coloured sections. To avoid
erroneous and sporadic keyframe classifications from incorrectly splitting a section of
grouped clips with with the same overall classification, a window averaging approach
called morphological sieving is used. A clip-level classification can also be inferred at
this stage.
The window averaging technique of morphological sieving [93] is used to smooth the
classification decision signal χc(Ft) for each concepts independently over time t, as
shown in Figure 3.8. This approach better preserves large contiguous blocks of classifi-
cations over time without the loss of high-frequency information at the start and end of
such blocks. The sieving is performed over all K keyframes of the clip being classified.
3.2 Results & Discussion
We evaluate the proposed cloud video classification system over three datasets of vary-
ing complexity (Section 3.2.1) reporting performance in terms of both accuracy and
efficiency. Table 3.1 summarises the results obtained and which are discussed below.
3.2.1 Evaluation Datasets
Large corpora of annotated pre-production video are challenging to obtain; the largest
public video datasets for object classification focus primarily on a single domain (e. g.
Youtube Sports [11]) which not only lack subject diversity but are not representative
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Configuration StudentTV-BG StudentTV-FG Hospital Caltech-101
mAP (%) N mAP (%) N mAP (%) N mAP (%) N
BASELINE 44.0± 1.9 23.0 31.1± 2.7 22.0 70.8± 0.0 4.0 12.8± 0.1 101.0
BASE+HIER 45.9± 1.2 9.3 22.5± 1.8 12.0 70.8± 0.0 4.0 15.0± 0.9 42.3
FLAT 55.8± 5.1 23.0 47.7± 1.5 22.0 71.7± 4.7 4.0 30.7± 1.0 101.0
NOSEG 60.1± 3.9 10.0 57.7± 4.0 12.0 73.6± 2.0 4.0 31.8± 1.5 47.0
UNIFORM 46.1± 4.8 9.7 27.2± 4.7 11.7 70.3± 4.1 4.0 25.5± 0.9 45.3
PROPOSED 56.3± 5.0 10.0 50.1± 7.5 12.0 71.7± 4.7 4.0 31.8± 1.5 47.0
Table 3.1: Performance (mAP) of the proposed system over three datasets: ‘Stu-
dentTV’, ’Hospital’, ’Caltech-101’. The mean number of required SVM comparisons,
N, shows the number of classification nodes visited within the hierarchy. Refer to
Section 3.2.2 for meaning of abbreviations which relate to system configurations.
of the unfinished and lengthy pre-production clips we address. We have collected and
annotated two datasets from real-world broadcast pre-production and post-production
to both measure performance and illustrate this distinction.
The primary dataset ‘StudentTV’ used in this evaluation is a large 1042 video dataset
comprising one week of raw pre-production (‘rushes’) clips shot during Fresher’s Week
on a University campus location, and comprising both ‘A roll’ (principal subject matter)
and ‘B roll’ (contextual footage) content. The average duration of a clip is 40 seconds,
however some clips are up to 30 minutes long. A visual pre´cis of this footage is presented
in Figure 3.9 alongside a concept ontology accompanying the dataset. The ontology
is divided into foreground and background branches, which contain a total of 45 (23
and 22 respectively) leaf-node concepts within a hierarchy up to 5 concepts deep and
comprising 54 decision nodes. To enable detailed evaluation we examine foreground
and background performance separately.
A smaller video dataset ‘Hospital’ is included for purposes of scalability comparison
with StudentTV to additionally characterise the performance of the hierarchical and
multi-modal fusion aspects of the system. The dataset comprises 98 videos of post-
production footage of a TV hospital drama, each clip being of average duration 5
seconds. The concept ontology for this footage is flat (i. e. depth 1) comprising only 4
concepts.
For the purposes of comparing multi-modal fusion over a public benchmark we analyse
the Caltech-101 image dataset, which is supplied with 101 concepts which we organised
into an ontology with hierarchy 2 levels deep, shown in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.9: Visual pre´cis (top) of the ‘StudentTV’ dataset used in our evaluation,
comprising 45 concepts (23/22 fore/background respectively) and 1040 video clips of
up to 30 minutes duration. The ontologies for background (middle) and foreground
(bottom) are illustrated.
3.2.2 Experimental Method
We experiment over all three datasets using both the full system and restricted con-
figurations of the system with various components disabled in order to show their
contribution. In all cases the evaluation has been run at the clip level i. e. using the ag-
gregation post-process of Section 3.1.11 to integrate the individual classifications made
for K key frames within each clip (we use K = 5 for all experimental values reported).
For purposes of future comparison the latter is benchmarked using a single node of
Amazon S3 cluster, with an Intel Xeon Processor E5-2670 and 16GB RAM. All experi-
ments were run with three repetitions of cross-validation over a random train-test split
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Figure 3.10: The ontology used for the Caltech-101 dataset, 101 classes split over four
high-level concepts.
on each dataset, with each split comprising a even ratio of 30 training:test examples
for each concept.
We experiment with combinations of the following cases of restriction:
1. BASELINE - Disabling all features except for SIFT
2. FLAT - Disabling the hierarchical path finding, effectively flattening the ontology
to a hierarchy a single layer deep
3. NOSEG - Disabling the foreground/background segmentation using features from
the FF region (Sec. 3.1.2) rather than the FG or BG regions independently
4. UNIFORM - Disabling the dynamic weight calculation for the multi-modal fusion,
and adopting a uniform weighting instead
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Figure 3.11: (a) Performance (mAP) of the proposed system over three datasets: ‘Stu-
dentTV’, ‘Hospital’, ‘Caltech-101’. Refer to Section 3.2.2 for meaning of abbrevia-
tions which relate to system configurations. Our Proposed method adds 12.8% mAP to
BASELINE, with NOSEG performing even better adding 16.1% mAP. Discussion of
these results is in Section 3.2.3.
The combination of these restrictions yield our baseline Dense SIFT BoVW system
for the purposes of comparison and, excluding FLAT, demonstrate hierarchical path
finding over the BASELINE. Since the segmentation approach requires an optical flow
not available when handling images, the Caltech-101 test features are all extracted on
the full frame only.
3.2.3 Concept Detection Accuracy
Figure 3.11 summarises the performance in terms of mean Average Precision (mAP)
over all three datasets. The mAP is calculated as the average percentage found along the
diagonal of the confusion matrix. Across the four datasets our Proposed method adds
an average of 12.8% mAP to the BASELINE approach, however NOSEG performing
even better adding 16.1% mAP. These results are now discussed in more detail.
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Figure 3.12: Confusion matrices summarising per-class performance of the proposed
system over the foreground (left) and background (right) classes of the ‘StudentTV’
dataset.
StudentTV
The highest performing configuration of the system over ‘StudentTV’ was the full
system without any segmentation pre-process (StudentTV:NOSEG), resulting in overall
58.8% MAP (60.1% and 57.7% respectively for background and foreground concept
groups). This represents a significant improvement (close to doubling of performance)
over the dense SIFT BoVW baseline implementation (StudentTV:BASELINE) which
scored 37.1% (44.0% and 31.1% respectively). The confusion matrices presented in
Figure 3.12 characterise the performance of the system on a per category basis.
We evaluated the impact of the hierarchical path finding on accuracy, by flattening the
ontology to a hierarchy a single layer deep (StudentTV:FLAT). Compared to the full
system, performance of StudentTV:FLAT dropped slightly by 2.4% and 0.5% for back-
ground and foreground respectively, demonstrating a small accuracy benefit through
use of the hierarchical scheme. Although the main purpose of the hierarchical search
was to reduce number of SVM comparisons, rather than boost accuracy, the latter may
have arisen due to the reduced scope for distraction caused by the reduction. The more
focused training sets created through consideration of the hierarchy when identifying
per-class positive and negative examples may also deliver some benefit.
Disabling the dynamic weighting and running the system with uniform priority across
all features for all classes (StudentTV: UNIFORM) resulted in overall mAP of 36.9%
(46.1% and 27.2%, for foreground and background respectively) representing a signifi-
cant drop in performance versus the dynamically weighted results and similar perfor-
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Figure 3.13: Top: Confusion matrices showing relative performance of using segmen-
tation on the foreground (left) and background (right) ontologies on a per-class basis.
Bottom: Motion-based foreground segmentations of a good (left) and poor (right) per-
forming classes, ‘lacrosse’ and ‘moving in’ respectively.
mance to BASELINE, within tolerance. This shows that simply adding more features
to a classification system alone does not significantly improve the performance, rather
careful attention must be paid to the fusion strategy. The result clearly illustrates the
benefit of setting per-class feature weightings automatically at training time, rather
than prescribing a single global weighting of features for the dataset.
The proposed system shows significant accuracy benefit versus the baseline for the most
challenging dataset, StudentTV. Whilst accuracy is increased via our two core contri-
butions (hierarchy and multi-modal fusion) the proposed use of foreground/background
segmentation based on motion cues underperformed on average versus StudentTV:NOSEG.
Despite the separation of ontologies and use of FG/BG regions over FF did not, as might
intuitively be expected, produce higher results (despite features for separate FG and BG
regions being available). Figure 3.13 (top) visualises the relative per-class performance
of StudentTV vs. StudentTV:NOSEG, which combined with the larger standard de-
viation of the former, indicates that some classes benefit from significant performance
increases using segmentation (especially in the background ontology). Many of the
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best performing classes under segmentation contained distinct, fast moving objects
(e. g. sports clips) which appear to fare well under the motion segmentation technique
used (Figure 3.13, bottom).
The frame-level classification accuracy was consistently ∼ 2% below the classification
for the same clips after the clip-level aggregation stage. In these experiments, the
final aggregation stage was not performed and instead the accuracy calculated from
the classifications made at every keyframe in the clip. This provides evidence that
the aggregation step smooths out the signal from the keyframe-level classifications,
having the effect of subduing sporadic and inaccurate classifications in favour of more
consistent classifications.
Hospital
Accuracy over a smaller dataset was evaluated to provide an indication as to the scala-
bility of the system (‘StudentTV’ vs. ‘Hospital’) over production footage. In ‘Hospital’,
were few concepts exist and the ontology is flat, there is little benefit in our hierarchical
path finding approach — although, as with ‘StudentTV’, there is some minor benefit
over the BASELINE of a few percent.
Caltech-101
We evaluate against the standard image classification dataset without including motion
features in the multi-modal fusion. A performance boost more than doubling the mAP
is observed over the BASELINE when the remainder of the feature bank is included
and dynamically weighted as in FLAT.
Since our Caltech-101 hierarchy is shallow and simplistic, we found the hierarchy
achieved only a marginal increase in accuracy over the FLAT approach, however it
required significantly fewer SVM comparisons, averaging at only 47 per query as op-
posed to 101 for the flat case (Table 3.1). For some queries the hierarchy prevented high
probabilities from SVMs, in completely different branches to the query, erroneously tak-
ing the final label. This explains the increase in mAP between the flat and hierarchical
systems.
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3.2.4 Concept Detection Efficiency
Efficiency is an essential metric to consider when analysing an algorithm intended to op-
erate over large datasets both in terms of number of classes and number of videos/video
frames. We explore efficiency as the number of SVM comparisons taken on average to
classify a single video keyframe.
StudentTV
For the StudentTV dataset the average time taken to classify a video clip for the best
performing system configuration (StudentTV:NOSEG) was 22.5 seconds (23.2 and 21.6
seconds respectively for the background and foreground ontologies). Given an average
clip length of 30 seconds, the classification speed averages out at slightly better than
real-time (but note that classifications are aggregated from key-frames only). The
performance of the full system including segmentation drops to slightly lower than real-
time at 36.4 seconds due to the computational overhead of the motion-segmentation
algorithm.
Table 3.1 summarises the number of SVM comparisons made on average per classifica-
tion, which gives best indications on the scalability of the system with the number of
classes. On average, approximately half the number of node evaluations must be made
in order to reach a classification decision when using the hierarchical path finding. In
FLAT cases (including the BoVW BASELINE) all nodes must be investigated (under
the one-vs-all framework) to reach a classification decision. This represents a doubling
in performance for our test scenario. We note that the test-time complexity of our
hierarchical strategy is O(log c) in the best case and O(c) in the most pessimistic, in
terms of the number of node evaluations scaling with number of classes. O(c) can be
achieved since memorisation is being used at each node such that SVMs on previously
traversed nodes do not need to be re-evaluated. We would anticipate the benefit of this
technique to tend to well below half for significantly larger ontologies, or ontologies
deeper than that accompanying ‘StudentTV’.
Hospital
No performance benefit is seen without a hierarchical ontology as the system degener-
ates to a ‘one-vs-all’ comparison, although accuracy benefits are present through fusion
of the multi-modal features.
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(a) A zooming in clip
(b) Sieve filter applied to (a)
(c) Long clip with panning and zooming
(d) Sieve filter applied to (c)
Figure 3.14: Egomotion estimation. Red is pan right, orange is pan left, yellow is tilt
down, blue is zoom in and turquoise is zoom out
Caltech-101
Similar to ‘StudentTV’ the hierarchical path finding approach results in around one
half as many node evaluations for ‘Caltech-101’ despite a simpler ontology of only 2
concepts deep. Again, minor improvements in accuracy are observed; the hierarchical
path finding is successful even though the hierarchy is shallow.
3.3 Egomotion Estimation
We explore uses of the egomotion estimation descriptor described in Section 3.1.3 to
classify camera motion and to temporally divide video scenes. We train a set of one-
vs-all SVMs, one for each camera motion type: pan left, pan right, tilt up, tilt down,
zoom in and zoom out. The probability result for each SVM is smoothed using a mor-
phological sieve approach [93], this has the effect of smoothing out short spikes/drops
in the classification signal by averaging the results temporally over a window of frames,
similar to the approach used in Section 3.1.11. We use 12 training clips and 13 test
clips specifically shot to test the system.
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The results from two of the test clips are shown in Fig. 3.14. The first clip contains
only a zoom out, which has been correctly isolated and identified by the classifier. The
sieve operation has successfully smoothed out the classification between frame 60 to
70 where the camera motion classification was negative. The sieve has also correctly
ignored the false zoom in detected at the end of the clip due to the Kalman filter (see
Section 3.1.3) smoothing overshooting. Overshooting of the filter has been seen as an
issue on many of the test clips. Kalman overshooting could be rectified by varying
the confidence of the Kalman component depending on the confidence of the motion
measurements.
When classifying the longer clip, static sections of the clip are wrongly classified due to
over-fitting of the tilt down category. While this does not affect temporal segmentation
of the clip, it could mean incorrect higher-level decisions are made. Other than this,
the clip is correctly classified.
Overall the results were positive, but some classes appear to be over-fitted, namely the
tilt down case. This could be rectified by finding a larger, more representative dataset
to run tests on. Zoom in/out may be a problem when the zoom happens off centre, as
the motion vector created is not translation invariant.
Egomotion estimation shows good potential for more intelligent keyframe grabbing, for
example capturing keyframes at the start and end of camera motions where the frame
will be most relevant and at its clearest. It could also be used as one of the classifiers
to an annotation, as certain annotations may be partially or wholly described by the
camera movement. This will mean processing can focus on only classifying the most
important aspects of the clip and not waste time trying to classify irrelevant sections.
The aim is for this to reduce classification clutter, providing an overall more accurate
annotation for the clip.
3.4 Application In Asset Management
Our classification algorithm was integrated into a prototype commercial ‘shoot to cloud’
infrastructure on Amazon S3. Figure 3.15 illustrates three forms of content browsing
interface available via web interface. Three types of visualization are available, draw-
ing upon the metadata tags generated by our automatic video concept detection tech-
nique. First, a mind-map enabling clips to be navigated through semantic relationships
established by shared concepts. Second, a classical list view showing the most likely
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Figure 3.15: Screens from the prototype commercial shoot-to-cloud system into which
our proposed algorithm was integrated. Three forms of visualisation may be used to
view classification results for ingested content: 1) Graph ‘mind-map’ view showing clips
sharing concepts; 2) List view; 3) Colour heat-map view with accompanying tag cloud,
showing per key-frame classification on a timeline that enables seeking for concepts
over longer clips of ‘rushes’ pre-production footage.
classification of each clip in the clip bin. Third, a colour-based heat-map and tag cloud
showing the most probable classifications on a per-keyframe basis over time. The latter
enables rapid seeking for target concepts within pre-production rushes footage, which
can be relatively long (up to 30 minutes per clip for ‘StudentTV’) relative to the 1-2
second shots typically handled by research systems that focus upon post-production
content.
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Figure 3.16: Our method can exploit architectures such as Hadoop mapreduce. Using
individual keyframes as input to the map nodes they can perform feature extraction and
hierarchical map finding, leaving the reduce node to perform simple clip aggregation
3.4.1 Scalable Deployment
Our method can exploit the advantages of the Amazon EC2 framework using the
Hadoop mapreduce architecture, like that described in [94].
The input for each map node is individual keyframes sampled from the video to be
analysed. Each map node can then independently and in parallel perform feature ex-
traction and hierarchical map finding to produce the probabilities for each concept.
The probabilities are then sent to the reduce node which performs the simple arith-
metic task of aggregating the keyframe probabilities into a clip-level classification. This
process is illustrated in Figure 3.16.
Since this method does not require insight into the clip length or other keyframes during
map node processing this pipeline is amenable to live streaming of footage, such as from
a camera to shared storage in a shoot-to-cloud system.
3.5 Development With Deep Learning
Due to the multi-modal late fusion approach used in our proposed method, it is trivial
to add new feature types into the pipeline. In a subsequent run of the system, we
included CNN features, described in Section 2.1.4, as an additional feature type. We
only calculated CNN features over the full-frame, bringing the total number of feature-
types to 16 (5 ∗ 3 + 1).
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Configuration StudentTV-BG StudentTV-FG
mAP (%) N mAP (%) N
CNN BASELINE 77.8± 1.5 23.0 68.5± 3.3 22.0
CNN BASE+HIER 75.6± 0.7 10.0 73.3± 1.7 12.0
CNN FLAT 64.0± 4.4 23.0 56.3± 4.0 22.0
CNN PROPOSED 60.4± 3.3 10.0 50.7± 7.0 12.0
Table 3.2: Performance (mAP) of the developed CNN system over the StudentTV
dataset. The number of classification nodes visited within the hierarchy is also re-
ported. Refer to Section 3.2.2 for meaning of abbreviations which relate to system
configurations.
The CNN feature training pipeline has three stages, first the CNN model must be built
using the training clip set. Secondly, CNN features are taken from the first stage of
the CNN model and used to train a set of SVMs in the same fashion as other feature
types. Finally, the fusion weightings for each class are calculated as before. Testing the
CNN features is then performed in the same way as other feature types, with hierarchy
traversal and weighting.
The results of these experiments are shown in Fig. 3.2. Regardless of the configuration
of the system, CNNs always produced a higher accuracy than the same setup without
CNNs. For example, the BASELINE system comparing CNNs to BoVW features shows
a 33.8% point increase in accuracy. Additionally, due to the speed in which CNN
features can be extracted vs. BoVW features, each video took an average of 6.9 seconds
to process as opposed to 16.1 seconds for BoVW, an over 2x performance increase.
The results also show that there is no accuracy or speed benefit to the hierarchy or
fusion processes in this case. These results show up a limitation to the fusion method
due to the validation strategy. When one feature type significantly outperforms all
others, such as in the CNN case, the weightings are too soft on the under-performing
feature types. In cases where the CNN features are not as dominant, possibly on other
another dataset, the weighting scheme would handle the feature fusion better.
3.6 Conclusions
We have presented a novel video concept detection system integrated within a prototype
shoot-to-cloud video infrastructure, and evaluated its performance over a challenging
> 1000 video dataset of pre-production (‘rushes’) footage. Two additional smaller
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datasets were compared against for reference. Two novel technical contributions have
been presented:
First, a hierarchical path finding algorithm that significantly reduces the number of
classification decisions that must be made for each frame of content. By adopting an
efficient best-first traversal of the concept ontology the number of classification decisions
in our system scales O(log n) with the number of concepts, and linearly with the number
of frames processed. We demonstrate ingestion and classification times approximately
equal to the length of the clip, enabling real-time data rates on average and making
our system practical for shoot-to-cloud scenarios. Moreover, the training of classifiers
using ontologically local concepts appears to yield a secondary benefit through a minor
improvement in classification accuracy.
Second, the fusion of multiple feature modalities (e.g. colour, texture, motion, face pres-
ence) is proposed using dynamically learned importance weightings for each modality
at each node of the classification hierarchy. Increases in performance are shown using
a fusion of multiple modalities over single feature (SIFT) classification, and these are
most significant for the large, diverse ‘StudentTV’ dataset where greatest benefit is also
shown for the dynamic learning of weights on these features.
We have also investigated the possibility of using motion segmentation to extract fore-
ground and background regions from the video, and to classify foreground and back-
ground concepts independently within those regions. Whilst several classes showed
improvements in accuracy via this technique, the overall average performance dropped
slightly with larger standard deviation. Inspection of the automatic segmentation masks
on best and worst performing classes indicates that performance is correlated to segmen-
tation quality, which given the reliance upon motion in this case produced fragmented
regions for near-stationary objects. A clear direction for future work is to explore
alternative appearance-based segmentation algorithms to overcome this issue.
3.6.1 Future Work
Our current keyframe detection algorithm is very basic and therefore could produce
unrepresentative keyframes or a set of keyframes with little variation between one-
another. To address this we want to use the camera motion cues to detect keyframes,
choosing frames at the start and end of a specific camera move since most camera
motion in broadcast content is motivated by subject focus shifting in the scene.
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We could also further leverage the ontology structure of labels by weighting the most-
probable leaves in a video based on the classifications of neighbouring frames. For
example, in a house-buying programme the kitchen could always be filmed after the
living room. By weighting the ontology to reflect this we could reduce false-positives.
A better segmentation approach would use appearance cues to aide segmentation when
there is no distinct motion disparity between the object and the background, partic-
ularly when the object is near-stationary or very close to the camera. Additionally,
merging this work with an online adaptive SVM approach that can incrementally learn
new weights as the system receives more training examples would enable use cases on
set and during production. Further to the aim of a more real-time system, the theory
discussed in Section 3.4.1 could be expanded to develop a near real-time system suited
to cloud-based architectures which would make the system more scalable and desirable
to the broadcast industry.
Chapter 4
Object Localisation
In this chapter we propose an algorithm to fully-automate salient video object locali-
sation. We assume salient objects to be large and in motion for sustained periods of
time under stable (i. e. slowly varying or constant) motion parameters. Appearance
information is also considered, as motion parameters are estimated within visually ho-
mogeneous super-pixels that are assumed to correspond to moving objects, or parts
there-of. The algorithm measures object motion relative to global motion in a scene,
and so compensates for the camera ego-motion frequently observed in general footage.
Although the primary contribution of this chapter is the localization and tracking of
salient objects, for visualization purposes a subsequent segmentation (e. g. Grab-Cut
[95]) may be used to isolate a refined matte of the video object.
The identification of salient objects is a two step-process, requiring two passes of the
video content. In the first pass, optical flow vectors V (t) are calculated between each
frame and its predecessor. To identify potential salient objects (or fragments thereof)
present at time t, a subset of vectors v ∈ V (t) are repeatedly sampled at random. The
parameters of a constrained affine (Euclidean) motion model explaining v are inferred
via a least squares process. Selection of v is subject to rules promoting the spatial
coherence of vectors; specifically, they are selected local to a super-pixel present at t,
which is also selected at random. This results in several sets of motion models each
explaining the motion of a given super-pixel. These models form point clouds in a
parameter space that are denoised via a particle filtering technique. The second pass
of our process performs unsupervised clustering to group the denoised points, yielding
a sequence of motion descriptions for each salient object in the clip.
We build on the method outlined in Section 3.1.2 to pull out the initial foreground,
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: (a) Shows the two-stage process for localising objects within the video, while
(b) illustrates an example Brox optical flow calculation (bottom) for the frame (top).
we then use spatially-coherent clusters of optical flow vectors to form coherent point
distributions of 5D motion parameters that correspond to objects or parts-thereof. Our
algorithm can be applied to a variety of video footage exhibiting a diverse range of chal-
lenging foreground and background motion conditions and, in many cases, containing
multiple moving objects.
4.1 Methodology
Motion is the primary cue for identifying salient objects under our framework, briefly
outlined in Fig. 4.1a. We initially pre-process each video frame independently, com-
puting a dense set of optical flow vectors V (t) between the set of pixel locations I(t)
within each frame, and those in its immediate predecessor I(t − 1). Without loss of
generality we use the dense optical flow estimation algorithm of Brox et al. [96] as seen
in Fig. 4.1b. We then proceed to extract multiple motion features from the optical flow
field, using super-pixels [97] to provide spatially coherent regions. Finally, we use a
particle filter as described in Section 2.4.2 to temporally smooth the object localisation
results and provide the final result. Multiple objects are supported with the use of a
mean-shift (Sec. 2.4.3).
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.2: Illustrating the clustering of different moving objects (or parts thereof) into
temporally coherent groups in the 5D parameter space. (a) source; (b) optical flow; (c)
5D clusters visualized via PCA projection. Sequence: DANCER.
4.1.1 Camera motion compensation
Video clips frequently contain camera movement that results in global motion within
the frame. These must be compensated for, in order to analyze the local motion of
objects. We use the homogrpahy-based approach outlined in Section 3.1.2 to get a set
of camera-motion compensated flow vectors V ′(t) = HV (t) for subsequent processing.
4.1.2 Inter-frame motion estimates
We estimate of a set of motion parameters for moving objects at each time-step. These
parameters are later (Sec. 4.1.3) tracked over time to remove sporadic object detections,
and so identify temporally significant objects. We have opted for independent process-
ing of time-steps, followed by an tracking and integration step (i.e a 2D + t approach)
over a full spatial-temporal (3D volumetric) representation to reduce complexity when
dealing with lengthy clips.
We use a RANSAC-like process as described in Section 2.4.1 for estimating an affine
transform for super-pixels from OF local vectors. For a given t, we repeatedly sample
(with replacement) a set of pixel locations p ∈ I(t) and associated optical flow vectors
vp ∈ V ′(t) from which we infer a Euclidean transformation A(p, vp) that best explains
the motion of set vp:
A(p, v) = argmin
A
∑
p,vp
‖ Ap− vp ‖ (4.1)
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Figure 4.3: (a) Original frame from the video, (b) spatially-coherent regions (super-
pixels), (c) points p sampled from the subset of V ′(t) that falls within the chosen super-
pixel where |V ′(t)| > 0 which are used to infer Euclidean transformation A(p, v) in
Eqn.4.1, (d) Illustation of V ′(t).
where A is a rotation and translation, and ‖ . ‖ the L2 norm:
A =

cos θ − sin θ Tx
sin θ cos θ Ty
0 0 1
 (4.2)
The parameter tuple {θ, Tx, Ty} is computed from the input sets of 2D column vectors
(p, vp) as follows:
p′ = p− 1|p|
|p|∑
i=1
pi (4.3)
v′p = v −
1
|vp|
|vp|∑
i=1
vpi (4.4)
M =
|p|∑
i=1
p′ivp
′
i
T
(4.5)
R = M(MTM)
1
2 (4.6)
yielding R the 2 × 2 upper-left of A from which θ is readily obtained via arc-tangent,
and
s =
√√√√ 1
|vp|
|vp|∑
i=1
v′pi/
1
|p|
|p|∑
i=1
p′i (4.7)[
Tx
Ty
]
=
1
|vp|
|vp|∑
i=1
v′pi −R
s
|p|
|p|∑
i=1
p′i (4.8)
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Figure 4.4: Each estimation of A yields a 5D parameter tuple (µx, µy, θ, Tx, Ty), where
(µx, µy) =
∑|p|
1 pi. Similar A from similar image locations create high density clusters
in 5D parameter space. These clusters map to salient objects.
Points p are chosen to lie within spatially coherent regions (super-pixels) obtained via
[97], preventing the motion parameter estimate being drawn from multiple targets.
The first point sampled for inclusion to p is drawn from V ′(t). Subsequent points are
sampled from the subset of V ′(t) that fall within the same super-pixel as the first point,
as shown in Fig. 4.3. Typically we work with fewer than 100 super-pixels per frame,
each of variable size around 1000 pixels. Note p are drawn from all super-pixels within
the frame with |V ′(t)| > 0.
The outcome of the iterative sampling and Euclidean motion estimation process is a set
of transformations {A(p1, vp1), ... , A(pn, vpn)} that describe each sampling. In practice
we use |p| = 20 samples (i. e. |p|  |V ′(t)′|) and n = 100 iterations. We augment the 3
parameters of A(pi, vpi) with the centroid of pi i. e. (µx, µy) =
∑|p|
1 pi yielding a point
in 5D space (µx, µy, θ, Tx, Ty) that describes both the motion and position of p at time
t.
Thus after sampling n iterations we obtain a set of 5D points, written A(t) that describe
the motion and position of moving objects present at t. Fig. 4.2 illustrates a set of such
estimates derived from a single frame. Obtaining a distribution of estimates for object
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Figure 4.5: Frame from DANCER showing raw 5D points with motion estimates in
blue (left), and overlayed with the corresponding particle filter points (right)
motion is preferable to deriving a single estimate from all vectors, since optical flow
generates frequent outliers in real-world data [74].
The advantage of this method is that probabilistically more 5D points will be sampled
from large spatially-coherent regions, creating high density clusters around the largest
salient objects, as illustrated in Fig. 4.4.
4.1.3 Particle Filtering of A(t)
We refine the noisy set of motion modelsA(t), obtained on a per-frame basis, by filtering
out those corresponding to short-lived or erratically moving objects which we assume
to be non-salient. This is achieved by tracking the 5D cloud of motion estimates over
time using a particle filter [81]. For a frame t we have a set of n noisy 5D parameter
observations which the particle filter emulates with temporal coherence, as shown in
Fig. 4.5.
Framework
We define a set of m particles for each frame, written Xt = {x1t , x2t , ..., xmt } with super-
script indicating the index, within the 5D space (µx, µy, θ, Tx, Ty). The particles de-
scribe the spatio-temporal attributes of moving objects in the video. These are the
hypotheses, and are computed progressively for each frame using hypotheses from the
previous frame Xt−1 and observed data from the video A(t). For convenience we use
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: The particle filter emulates the density of A(t) with temporal coherence. (a)
Shows the raw 5D parameter space A(t) = {z1t , z2t , ..., znt } where n = 100, and (b) shows
the particle filter 5D parameter space X(t) = {x1t , x2t , ..., xmt } where m = 500.
notation A(t) = {z1t , z2t , ..., znt } to denote the latter. Note that Xt and A(t) are main-
tained separately despite being defined in the same 5D space. In our implementation
we use m = 500 particles. Fig. 4.6 shows an illustration of these two 5D spaces and
how they relate to each other.
Each hypothesis has associated with it a prior probability p(xit) representing the like-
lihood that the hypothesis describes the motion of a salient object. At t = 1, X1 are
initialized at random within <5 and p(xi1) = 1m sets a uniform prior.
At each time-step, the posterior for each hypothesis is:
p(xit|A(t)) ∝ p(xit−1)p(A(t)|xit). (4.9)
where,
p(A(t)|xit) = 1−
1
|J |
∑
j∈J
N (|xit − zjt |; Σ). (4.10)
and J ⊆ A(t) s.t. |zjt − xit| < T , i. e. J indicates the subset of motion models local to
hypothesis xit. N indicates a normal variate with a specified mean and a covariance
Σ. Parameters T and Σ are set empirically to 105 and 10 respectively, encoding an
assumption of expected change in 5D space-time motion parameters over one time
step.
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Figure 4.7: Illustrating the improved spatio-temporal coherence of the 5D distribution
derived from a frame before (top-left) and after (top-right) particle filtering. Blue
points indicate spatial samples (bottom-left) and particle positions (bottom-right). 5D
plots visualized via PCA projection. Sequence: SAFARI.
Iterative process
Under the above framework, particle filtering proceeds as follows. First, a population
of hypotheses Xt is computed by sampling m hypotheses stochastically from Xt−1 with
a bias to p(xit−1).
Second, the 5D position of these hypotheses are updated through the addition of Gaus-
sian noise to inject diversity:
xt ← xt +N (0; Σ). (4.11)
Third, the posterior probabilities for Xt are evaluated against the data A(t) for that
frame via (4.9). The prior probabilities of Xt are then updated:
p(xit)← p(xit|A(t)). (4.12)
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Figure 4.8: Particles from all time steps are collected in a 6D (5D+t) space and MS
clustered. For a single frame in the sequence: Raw 5D points from A(t) (top-row), Par-
ticle filtered 6D points from Xt plus time (middle-row) and detected clusters from mean
shift overlayed on the video (bottom-row). Sequences (left-to-right) BASKETBALL,
CAR1, HORSE.
The result is a set of filtered motion estimates Xt that tend to cluster around temporally
stable estimates within A(t). Fig. 4.7 illustrates the signal of Section 4.1.2 before (i. e.
A(t)) and after (i. e. Xt) filtering.
Note that for clarity we described particle filtering as a separate process following
Section 4.1.2. In practice both processes require data only from t and t− 1 and so can
be run in tandem, in a single pass as the video clip is processed.
4.1.4 Object Clustering
The final stage of our process is to cluster the filtered motion estimates X into dis-
tinct salient objects, under the assumption that an objects exhibit smooth variation
(i. e. temporal coherence) in both their location and affine motion parameters. We
do so by running the mean-shift [82] clustering algorithm over a 6D representation of
hypotheses stored from all time instants, comprising the 5 dimensions of Xt plus time,
i. e. (µx, µy, θ, Tx, Ty, t). Typically this results in a grouping that identifies independent
salient objects within the sequence, however temporal over-segmentation due to long
or complex trajectories can occur. This can be resolved by aggregating pairs of clusters
where over half of the points in their distributions arise from the same tracked particle.
The result is a set of clustered objects O = {O1, ..., On} where each object is described
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Figure 4.9: Representative results: salient objects identified in single and multi-
object videos with moving backgrounds. Ground truth (green), proposed (red/yellow),
Alexe et al. [68] (blue). Sequences (top-to-bottom): CAR2; DANCER, HORSE1,
HORSE2.
instantaneously by a 5D point cloud On(t ∈ Tn) ∈ <5, where Tn is the set of times
Tn = [tn, ..., t′n] at which object On exists in the video, see Fig. 4.8.
4.2 Results & Discussion
The proposed method is evaluated over a seven of sports and wildlife clips. Clip contain
an average of 165 frames, with 5 containing one moving object, and 2 with multiple
moving objects. Additionally, the clips contain either a static or panning camera.
Figure 4.9 presents a representative sample of the clips used overlayed with bounding
boxes (BBs) which allow for qualitative comparison of our method with Alexe et al. [68]
for a given frame, along with a manually-annotated ground-truth BB. Alexe et al. [68]
detail a state-of-the-art salient object detector also designed for operation on diverse
images; however, since Alexe et al. [68] generates several bounding boxes we use the
most likely bounding box returned by the method.
In all cases except one we are qualitatively closer to the ground-truth BB and retain a
consistent lock on the object (or objects) whereas Alexe et al. [68] sporadically changes
lock to different objects in the scene including non-salient objects such as the bushes in
CAR2 or a fence in the background of HORSE. This behaviour is due to Alexe et al.
[68] not enforcing temporal coherence.
In one clip, CAR1, we performed worse than Alexe et al. [68] due to errors in the
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Figure 4.10: Quantitative performance vs. Alexe et al. [68].
Figure 4.11: Mattes pulled from video using GrabCut [95] over BBs returned by the
proposed method.
background motion subtraction algorithm caused by complex zoom-out and pan-right
motion of the camera coupled with a large dust cloud limiting available robust features
for the algorithm to use. This failure had a knock-on effect, introducing errors into the
later stages of the pipeline.
Fig 4.10 quantifies the performance of both methods against the manually-annotated
ground-truth using the ratio A∩GA∪G , where A is the BB returned by the algorithm being
evaluated and G is the ground-truth BB. The relative performance improvement versus
[68] for 4 single object clips is ∼52% (CAR2) ∼84% (DANCER) ∼80% (HORSE)
∼26% (SAFARI). In the latter case, dust clouds cause occlusion and non-salient
motion that confuse both methods. We do not compare multiple objects vs. [68] as the
choice of comparison BB is subjective.
Fig 4.11 (right) briefly illustrates an application of our method to video summarization,
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in which GrabCut [95] is used to generate temporally coherent video mattes of salient
objects.
4.3 Application In Comprehensible Video Thumbnails
Screen real estate is at a premium when reviewing large video datasets, therefore user
interfaces need to communicate a concise, readable and understandable visual gist of a
clip in as little space as possible. Common video thumbnail solutions such as keyframe
sampling or animated thumbnails lack clarity and can create visual overload. Our
method aims to communicate a comprehensible visual gist of a video clip in a static
image, created automatically.
Comprehensible video thumbnails are automatically-generated visual prcis that sum-
marise the dynamic movement of salient objects within a video clip. For this work we
assume a video comprises a single shot i. e. without discontinuities caused by scene
cuts. Salient moving objects are identified and tracked using the stochastic sampling
algorithm detailed in Section 4.1. The output of this algorithm is a set of spatio-
temporal regions within the clip that exhibit affine motion coherence, along with their
motion tracks. The set of time-step motion parameters associated with each region
can be analysed to determine the salient time instants at which the motion and/or ap-
pearance changes significantly. These significant motions can be stylistically illustrated
with relevant arrows and composited with object snapshots. The object snapshots and
arrows, arranged on a background panorama, are optimised to reduce visual clutter
and enhance understanding of the scene content through classification and depiction of
motion type and trajectory.
Temporal Salience
For each object On we identify a sequence of salient time instants at which the object
exhibits significant change in its motion parameters and visual appearance. The object
will appear in the thumbnail at these salient moments. The 5D point cloud for each
cluster is projected to the principal axis of variation via PCA. This yields a noisy 1D
signal per object On(T ). The signal is passed through a non-linear low-pass filter [98] to
obtain a smooth time-varying signal Oˆn
′
(t). The turning points in this signal indicate
sharp changes in movement and so are salient candidates:
R(t;On) = α
∣∣∣∣∣δOˆn
′
(t)
δt
∣∣∣∣∣+ β
∣∣∣∣Ψ(On, tδt
∣∣∣∣ . (4.13)
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Weights (α, β) are set to the reciprocal of maximum change in each signal (e. g. α =
1/maxt
∣∣∣δOˆn′(t)/δt∣∣∣ ) to automatically balance the two terms.
Object Motion Classification
The intervals between salient instants are classified into 3 motion types, driving different
arrow styles: ‘translation’, ‘turning’ toward or away from the camera, and rotation
(‘spinning’). With Vc = camera-motion compensated OF (global OF), and Vl = Vc
with centroidal motion of Object BB subtracted (local OF). We consider both the
camera-motion compensated flow vectors Vc(τ
{i,j}
n ), and those same vectors with the
global motion of the object (i. e. the average of Vc(.) under the mask) subtracted,
writing this modified ‘local’ vector field as Vl(.).
Disregarding any global object motion present, we would expect to see a similar pattern
of flow vectors i. e. similar Vl(τ
i
n) and Vl(τ
j
n) under the mask for a spinning object. By
computing Histograms of Flow (HoF) [99] from each of these fields we ascertain two
similar histograms H(Vl(τ
i
n)) and H(Vl(τ
j
n)) containing non-zero elements. From these
histograms we can decide whether an object is spinning or not by considering the χ2
distance between the pair of histograms, and the area under the histograms with respect
to a small threshold Q1. We define quantity Q1 as follows, in which low values signify
the presence of a spinning object:
Q1 =

χ2[H
(
Vl(τ
i
n)
)
, H
(
Vl(τ
j
n)
)
].
if maxx(|H(x)|) > Q1,
∞ otherwise.
. (4.14)
We introduce a second quantity Q2 to help discriminate between translation and turn-
ing. In the case of an object simply translating, we would expect similar flow fields in
Vc(τ
i
n) and Vc(τ
j
n) under the mask. An object turning toward or away from the camera
would generate different fields. Thus we define Q2 as below, where low values signify
presence of a translating object and high values a turning object:
Q2 = χ
2
[
H
(
Vc(τ
i
n)
)
, H
(
Vc(τ
j
n)
)]
. (4.15)
Camera Motion Classification
A simple indication of camera motion is included in the thumbnail by including a hor-
izontal or vertical arrow to the exterior, representing pan left-right or tilt up-down
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respectively. The classification is computed using the descriptors described in Sec-
tion 3.1.3. These features are then used to train a linear Support Vector Machine
(SVM) in a one-vs-all framework, using several training examples of each kind of cam-
era motion. We find this more robust than prescribing heuristics to identify motion
type. The response of the SVM prediction is thresholded to enable detection of no
camera motion.
Composition and Rendering
We composite the salient objects at their salient time instants onto a panoramic canvas.
The panorama is created by combining regularly sampled video frames using temporal
median filtering. The objects are masked via GrabCut [95] seeded by the bounding
boxes around the 5D particle cloud. However, some adjustment of the objects positions
may be needed to promote comprehension. To do this we model the sprites as nodes in
a mass-spring system, solved via IEM [100]. The nodes are attached to their original
locations via attractive springs and connected to each other via repulsive springs. The
tensile strengths are set proportional to proximity of the objects in panoramic space.
Arrows are composited onto the canvas and warped along the smoothed path of an
object using:
x = ft5 + gt4 + ht3 + it2 + jt+ k. (4.16)
The smoothed trajectory in (x, y, t) is projected to 2D canvas with arrows placed on a
normal offset.
Final examples of the algorithm can be seen in Fig.4.12.
The result is an object-level visual gist of the clip, obtained with full automation and
depicting content and motion with greater descriptive power than prior approaches.
Results and Discussion
We demonstrate the benefits of our approach through a user study in which the com-
prehension of our video thumbnails is compared to the state of the art over a wide
variety of sports footage.
We designed a visual comprehension test to quantify alignment between the under-
standing a user has regarding the content of a clip having first viewed a thumbnail,
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Thumbnail BIKE1 CAR1 MOTO SKATER SNOW Mean
S-M-E 2.70 ± 0.79 2.98 ± 0.86 3.15 ± 0.99 2.02 ± 0.93 3.20 ± 1.00 2.75
[101]-Auto 2.65 ± 0.79 3.20 ± 0.75 2.50 ± 0.75 1.85 ± 0.84 2.43 ± 0.81 2.65
[101]-Man 3.13 ± 1.02 3.91 ± 1.01 3.00 ± 0.89 2.52 ± 0.91 3.22 ± 0.94 3.00
[102] 3.30 ± 0.84 4.00 ± 0.92 3.61 ± 0.98 2.35 ± 0.85 4.04 ± 0.73 3.47
Ours (CVT) 4.11 ± 0.97 4.24 ± 1.04 3.87 ± 1.19 3.65 ± 0.99 4.28 ± 0.81 3.94
Table 4.1: Visual comprehension user study over 46 participants, showing per clip mean
average (±1σ) user scores on scale 1 (poor) to 5 (perfect) assessing the accuracy and
completeness of each type of visual thumbnail. The methodology for obtaining these
results is described in Section 4.3. For readability, only a subset of the results are shown
here.
with the actual content of that clip when it is subsequently played. Seven video clips
were selected from our dataset containing examples of rotation, turning, and translation
along both simple and complex paths. Five forms of thumbnail were generated from
these clips: A) the proposed method; B) a concatenation of the first, middle and last
frame; C) an automatic Salient Still of Teodosio et al. following the temporal sampling
strategy outlined in [101]; D) a Salient Still as per C but with keyframes manually
selected; E) a storyboard following the method of Goldman et al. [102]. As the latter
two are a semi-manual methods, we followed the guidelines in [102] when picking the
objects and frames to include in the thumbnail.
A set of 46 participants were recruited with demographic approximately even across
the 18− 30 and 31− 55 age groups, and a 60 : 40 male:female ratio. Users were asked
”How completely and accurately do you feel the thumbnail represents the content of the
video?” with an integer score 5 (”perfectly in line with my expectations”) to 1 (”totally
wrong”) used to express the answer. The survey automatically assigned one thumbnail
type to each participant to avoid the same participant being biased by observing all
possible thumbnail types side-by-side. In addition to the aggregate data presented
in Table 4.1, a statistical significance test (paired 2-tailed t-test) was performed for
each pair of thumbnail types under the null-hypothesis that the pair performed with
equivalence.
Across all clips the na¨ıve start-middle-end (SME) was outperformed by both our pro-
posed technique and [102], with p-values of ≥ 95% for all comparisons indicating these
results are statistically significant. Comparing CVTs to [102] revealed consistently
higher mean comprehension. However, only clips exhibiting complex motion BIKE1
and SKATER achieved p-values ≥ 95% indicating statistical significance. Interest-
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Figure 4.12: Gallery of CVT results from a variety of clips; From left to right, and
top to bottom: CAR2, HORSE2, LENA, SNOW2, HORSE3, SAFARI, CAR1,
SNOW1. These results are not altered in any way from the output of the algoritm.
ingly, p-values indicating very little difference in performance were returned from clips
containing simpler motion trajectories. Comparing CVTs to Salient Stills we observe
average performance gains of 31 − 49% for the manual and automated approaches,
which were in all but one case (CAR1, [101]-Man) statistically significant. Notably,
the manual methods [102] and [101]-Man, are either outperformed or equaled by CVTs
in all cases. A significant advantage of our method is its full automation. Although
occasional segmentation artifacts occur, these do not appear to disadvantage the com-
prehensibility of CVTs versus other methods evaluated. 1
4.4 Conclusions
We have presented a novel unsupervised algorithm for simultaneously detecting and lo-
calising salient moving objects within a video, and estimating their motion parameters.
We are able to identify single or multiple objects per clip and track these over several
hundred frames.
Single object video clip results were quantitatively compared with the object detection
algorithm of Alexe et al. [68] using the BB overlap ratio used in the Pascal VOC
1My contributions to the work detailed in Section 4.3 are the salient object localisation, camera
motion classification and user study
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challenge [103], were any value over 50% is to be considered a correct detection. Our
method achieved above 50% in 3 of the 5 clips, whereas Alexe et al. [68] did not achieve
above 50% for any clip. Additionally, our method out-performed theirs in all but one
case. CAR1 was the only case where Alexe et al. [68] performed better due to errors
in our background motion subtraction algorithm from a large dust cloud limiting the
available robust features for robust camera motion tracking. Our method got a low BB
overlap score for CAR2 also, this can be attributed to the BB area being exaggerated
by the surrounding dust cloud.
The motion parameter tracks can be used to pull mattes from the video for the pur-
poses of summarization, which forms the main direction for the video thumbnail work.
The comparative user study shows our method, CVT, scoring higher than all the other
thumbnail types and achieving a statistical significance in the vast majority of cases.
CVT has the added benefit of being a completely automated method as opposed to
the semi-manual methods of [102] and [101]-Man, which were either outperformed or
equaled by CVTs in all cases. Occasionally CVT exhibits segmentation artefacts on
foreground objects due to inaccurate object detection or blending with the background
panorama, but these do not appear to disadvantage the comprehensibility of the thumb-
nails during the user study.
4.4.1 Future Work
A current weakness with the object detection algorithm is that stationary objects with
respect to the background are not considered as salient object candidates. In order to
combat this future work would explore the use of appearance cues to detect objects in
frames when they are not moving, building up an appearance model in frames exhibiting
motion.
In some cases our appraoch can yield bounding boxes artificially inflated by nearby dust
clouds or other pixels exhibiting similar affine motion parameters to the object being
localised. In this case the result could possibly be improved by taking overall object
appearance models into account when drawing the target bounding box, for example
by ‘snapping’ the box to fit closely along nearby super-pixel lines.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
In this chapter we reflect on the hypotheses H1-H4 outlined in Section 1.1.
5.1 Summary of Contributions
This thesis investigates online video annotation for broadcast media production, pre-
senting 1) a scalable semantic video concept detection framework applied to automated
video logging in a broadcast production environment and 2) a fully-automated salient
video object localisation algorithm for simultaneously detecting and localising salient
moving objects within a video, and estimating their motion parameters.
The first contribution of this thesis is class scalability within video concept detection.
Since one-vs-all or one-vs-one SVM scale with O(c) or O(c2) respectively with the
number of classes, there is a need to provide a more scalable approach to using SVMs.
Manual video loggers rely on concept ontologies for mark-up, which can be leveraged to
perform hierarchical decisions at test-time, offering the sub-linear complexity O(log c)
necessary for real-time processing. We demonstrate ingestion and classification times
approximately equal to the length of the clip, enabling real-time data rates on average
and making the system practical for shoot-to-cloud scenarios. Moreover, the training
of classifiers using ontologically local concepts appears to yield a minor improvement
in classification accuracy.
Our second contribution is multi-modal fusion, a dynamically learned per-class weight-
ing scheme for combining multiple visual features including primary features (such as
SIFT) and contextual features (such as visual gist, camera motion and face presence)
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to maximise the discrimination ability of every branch in the concept ontology. Fusion
of multiple modalities shows an increase in performance over single feature classifica-
tion using dense SIFT in a BoVW pipeline, with the most significant increases from
the large, diverse‘StudentTV’ dataset where the greatest benefit is also shown for the
dynamic learning of weights on these features.
These contributions are presented in Chapter 3 with a novel, scalable, multi-modal
algorithm for video concept detection capable of searching through an ontology of
concepts with far fewer SVM comparisons than the state-of-the-art, whilst maintaining
comparable accuracy, and allowing a broader diversity of visual content to be classified
accurately, using a novel fusion weighting scheme. This algorithm is evaluated over a
challenging > 1000 video dataset of pre-production (‘rushes’) footage with two smaller
datasets compared against for reference.
The final contribution is a novel fully automatic algorithm for identifying one or more
salient objects based on their motion in long video content exhibiting diverse back-
ground textures and camera motions. The algorithm samples spatially coherent clus-
ters of optical flow vectors to generate estimates of affine motion parameters within
each frame. The motion estimates, combined with spatial data, are de-noised using a
particle filter to form coherent point distributions corresponding to objects (or parts of
objects). Finally, mean shift is employed to cluster points and estimate the position and
motion parameters of salient moving objects in the clip. The approach is demonstrated
in Chapter 4 on a variety of clips exhibiting moving and cluttered backgrounds.
5.2 Research Hypotheses
5.2.1 H1: Exploiting the conceptual links between concepts using
ontologies can lead to increased accuracy, speed and scalability
In Chapter 3 we present a novel video concept detection system evaluated over the
Caltech-101 dataset and a challenging StudentTV dataset with over 1,000 pre-production
(‘rushes’) videos. Our results show how exploiting semantic ontologies leads to an in-
crease in accuracy, speed and scalability.
The results in Table 3.1 show that the mAP of the system benefits from the use of the
ontology in 50% of cases. StudentTV-BG mAP increases from 44.0% to 45.9% with
the use of the ontology on the BASELINE system using just SIFT BoVW features.
This improvement is even more pronounced in the Caltech-101 dataset where the mAP
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increases from 12.8% to 15.0%. These results show that training the classifiers using
ontologically local concepts appears to yield a minor improvement in classification accu-
racy. This increase in accuracy comes from being able to eliminate confusing branches
of the ontology during testing compared with the flat case. We can also use a more
intelligent SVM training scheme at non-leaf nodes in the ontology that uses node sib-
lings to build the negative examples. Our results shows that once we have eliminated
a branch it is not retested, which avoids some confusion that can occur in the flat case.
The hierarchical path finding algorithm significantly reduces the number of classification
decisions that must be made for each frame of content. Table 3.1 shows the number
of SVMs needing to be tested against and in all cases the number reduced 50%. On
average, approximately half the number of node evaluations must be made in order
to reach a classification decision when using the hierarchical path finding as opposed
to without. By adopting an efficient best-first traversal of the concept ontology the
number of classification decisions in the system scales with the number of concepts,
and linearly with the number of frames processed.
The test-time complexity of our hierarchical path finding strategy is O(log c) in the best
case and O(c) in the most pessimistic case. We demonstrate ingestion and classification
times approximately equal to the length of the clip, enabling real-time data rates on
average and making our system practical for shoot-to-cloud scenarios. The overall speed
of the system is still heavily linked to the feature extraction time for video frames, and
our path finding approach does not address this; however, our prototype shoot-to-cloud
video infrastructure shows that our the hierarchical path finding does not interfere with
the ability to parallelise the algorithm as each keyframe can be processed independently
of one another.
As a result of our increased runtime complexity being scalable with the introduction
of additional SVMs for higher-level concepts, we have increased the storage space re-
quirements of the algorithm and therefore our trade-off has been storage scalability in
favour of computational scalability. With the cost of storage being significantly less
than the cost of real-time computational power, we believe this is a worthwhile trade
off.
Overall, the scalability of video concept detection has been improved by exploiting the
dataset ontologies. We can anticipate that the benefit of this technique will tend to
well below half for significantly larger ontologies, or datasets with deeper ontologies
than that accompanying the StudentTV dataset. However, this work does assume that
to some degree the features used loosely link to the ontology structure, and that the
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semantic links between concepts can somehow be explained by the features extracted.
As all features used here attempt to encode some visual attribute of the video, there
must be some inherent visual distinction in the semantic link for the algorithm to be
able to effectively ascertain the most promising path through the ontology.
5.2.2 H2: Annotations can be automatically produced at the video
frame level using concept classification and keyframe extrapo-
lation
The clip-level aggregation algorithm outlined in Section 3.1.11 uses a morphological
sieving approach to extend keyframe classifications to whole clip-level classifications.
On the StudentTV dataset the frame-level classification accuracy was consistently ∼
2% below the classification for the same clips after the clip-level aggregation stage.
This demonstrates the effectiveness of our classification aggregation method and it’s
ability to smooth out the signal from the keyframe-level classifications. This has the
effect of subduing sporadic and inaccurate classifications in favour of more consistent
classifications, even if they have a lower accuracy on some keyframes.
This approach of classifying individual keyframes independently of one another and
then aggregating the results as a post-process has the added benefit of enabling concept
detection over long rushes-style video clips. Other approaches are not stable over
long sequences, but this method can run frame-level classifications in parallel, only
needing to analyse the full clip during the final aggregation stage. This is ideal for
scalable, cloud-based, infrastructures such map-reduce outlined in Section 3.4.1 and
video streaming applications where the whole clip may not be available at the start of
processing.
5.2.3 H3: Fusion of multiple feature types can increase the accuracy
of annotation detection in diverse video collections
The late-fusion of multiple feature modalities (e. g. colour, texture, motion, face pres-
ence) using dynamically learned importance weightings for each modality at each node
of the classification hierarchy is proposed in Section 3.1.10. The results in Table 3.2
show increases in performance using the dynamically-weighted fusion of multiple modal-
ities over plain uniform fusion. The performance increases are most significant for the
large, diverse single feature (SIFT) classification, and these are most significant for the
large, diverse StudentTV dataset.
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UNIFORM uses equal weightings for all feature types on all regions, whereas PRO-
POSED learns the weightings post SVM training by testing the class predictions given
by the system against ground truth for the training data. The Caltech-101 dataset
gave the least improvement because no motion features were extracted, meaning only
12 weightings were tuned as opposed to 15 for the StudentTV datasets. Also note
that the PROPOSED method outperformed the BASELINE approach on all datasets,
showing that the fusion method was able to balance the additional feature types and
video regions to improve the overall accuracy.
However, the fusion technique cannot always handle extreme cases when one set of
features significantly out-performs the others, as in the CNN feature case. Or in cases
where one set of features introduces confusion into the classification, such as the fea-
tures in poorly segmented regions of the video. In both these cases the algorithm was
unable to weight the offending features strongly enough to subdue the adverse effects
of combining their score with the other features.
5.2.4 H4: Salient video objects can be localised automatically from
long rushes-style video clips through object localisation
In Ch. 4 we present a novel unsupervised algorithm for simultaneously detecting and
localising salient moving objects within a video, and estimating their motion param-
eters. Our method is fully automatic, requires no pre-training and is able to identify
single and multiple objects in a video clip and track them over hundreds of frames. Our
longest clip contained 235 frames. Our quantitative data, shown in Fig.4.10, shows our
method localising objects with lower error than Alexe et al. [68].
In the single object video clips our method achieved over 50% bounding box overlap
with the ground truth in 3 of the 5 clips, compared with 0 out of 5 for Alexe et al.
[68]. This shows there is still work to be done on certain challenging videos where,
for instance, there are complex camera movements. We also found the algorithm being
confused by particle effects such as dust partially obscuring objects. Our algorithm also
works on clips with multiple objects using the Euclidean transformation to approximate
object motion in a particle filter structure where more stable estimations are kept over
time.
The weakest part of the algorithm appears to be the background motion subtraction
which relies heavily on 1) an accurate optical flow field being calculated, and 2) the
RANSAC approach to identifying the most dominant motion vector (including static
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motion vectors). If this process returns inaccuracies then the whole algorithm cannot
work effectively, and state-of-the-art optical flow algorithms such as Brox still produce
artifacts on challenging footage.
The added benefits of this localisation approach allows motion parameter tracks to be
used to infer how an object is moving. As shown in the CVT work in Section 4.3, these
motion parameters can be used to find points of salient object motion within the video
by calculating key ‘turning’ points. These can then be presented as an annotation of
the object’s motion onto a static panorama for a comprehensible prcis of the video.
5.3 Future Work
The keyframe detection algorithm used in Ch. 3 sometimes produces unrepresentative
keyframes or a set of keyframes with little variation. This can lead to salient objects
being missed in the final classification. To address this, future work would look into
the use of camera motion cues to detect keyframes, these can be derived from the
algorithm outlined in Section 3.3. Keyframes would be selected from the start and end
of a camera move on the assumption that most camera motion in broadcast content is
motivated by subject focus shifting in the scene.
The ontology structure discussed in Section 3.1.8 could be further leveraged by intro-
ducing a temporal relevance metric. Often, broadcast footage is filmed in a particular
order, therefore we could improve the accuracy of the classification by taking this into
account. We could do this by weighting the most-probable leaves in a video based on
the classifications of neighbouring frames. This would hopefully reduce false-positives
by weighting the ontology towards more common temporal patterns.
The table of results from the ontology classification system (Table 3.1) shows that the
current segmentation approach adds confusion to the classification system on some
classes, in particular in cases where there is no distinct foreground motion. This can
occur when the foreground objects are near-stationary or very close to the camera,
due to the reliance of motion cues in our current segmentation approach. A better
segmentation approach would use appearance cues to aide segmentation when there is
no distinct motion disparity between the object and the background.
The same criticism can be made of the object detection algorithm described in 4,
stationary objects with respect to the background are not considered as salient object
candidates. This is again due to the reliance on motion cues to distinguish between
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salient objects and the background. Likewise, objects near each other and exhibiting
the same motion trajectories will be highlighted as a single object, this can be seen in
the HORSE sequence in Fig. 4.8. A more robust approach should explore the use of
appearance cues to detect objects in frames when they are not moving, building up an
appearance model in frames exhibiting motion.
We also found that the object localisation algorithm produced artificially large bound-
ing boxes around objects in cases where nearby particles such as dust exhibited similar
motion vectors to the object. While is is largely due to artefacts in the optical flow
field, the effect of these artefacts could be reduced by the introduction of overall object
appearance models. ’Snapping’ the target bounding box to fit closely along nearby
super-pixel lines would prevent the bounding box from incorporating too much of the
unwanted particles.
Our current classification method outlined in Ch. 3 relies on a corpus of training videos
to initially train the system, and as more videos are classified there is currently no
way to expand the training set without re-training the whole system. To overcome
these obstacles to adoption in the broadcast industry this work could be merged with
an online adaptive SVM approach that can incrementally learn new weights as the
system receives more training examples. This would enable use cases on set and during
production.
Further to the aim of a more real-time system, cloud-based architecture approach dis-
cussed in Section 3.4.1 could be expanded to achieve a near real-time system for video
concept classification and object localisation. Developing such a solution would make
automated metadata extraction more scalable and desirable to the broadcast industry.
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